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'Dan sperber and the Anacondas'. An Ethnographic comment on
symbolis~
Sperber's Theory of symbolis~
This paper has a double aim since it is both ethnographic and
theoretical. on one level it is concerned with the interpretation
wideof a particular myth motif - anaconda seduction - which is wide
j,mazonia. The analysis may have some
spread throughout the whole of l,mazonia.
limited general implications, but since 1 will be concentrating on
the motif in one particuJar society this will not necessarily be the
case. on a second level I will be conducting the analysis with
reference to a recent and popular book on symbolism - 'Rethinking
Symbolism' by Dan sperber -'in which we are offered a "prolegomenon
to a general theory of symbolism." By following through the method
outlined in that book, I hope to demonstrate that the theory is based
on some false assumptions concerning the nature of symbolism itself,
proand that, since it is based 9n unsatisfactorypremissos, its pro
grammatic intentiQns are vitiated.
\{aiwai, a group 6fCarib,speaking
The \I,Taiwai,
of Carib. speaking Indians who live in the
watershed region of the Essequibo and Mapuera rivers on the borders
of Guyana and 'Brazil, possess a detailed and intricately interwoven
\.Ili thin this cosmology the anaconda, or water-boa, holds
cosmology. \IIi
a particul ar position. 'The first \vaiwai women are said to have been
brotheranaconda women, and the men regard themselves as being in a brother
in-law relationship to the snakes. The men make the statement
"okoimo--yenna (onaconda people) are our poimo (brothers
(brothersunequivocally: "okoimo··yenna
in-law)." The question begged by such a statement is a perennial one
for anthropologists: how do we make sense of such seemingly absurd
assertions?
,If we follow Sperber's advice, the first thing we must do is to
decide whether or not the statement is symbolic, and we do this by
ascertaining its literal falseness.
faJseness.
"I note then as symbolic all activity where the means put
into play seem to me to be clearly disproportionate to
the explicit end, whether this end be kno\<lledge, communi
communication or production - that is to say, all activity whose
rationale escapes me. In short th,6
the criterion I use in the
field is one of irrationality" (sperber, 1975, 4).
Following this line we may say of the statement
statement"okoililo-yenna
"Okoil!lo-yenna are our
poimo" that, since brothers-in-law generally live in itJaiwai
\tJaiwai villages
and not in the wiJd,
wild, and sinGe, in any case, snakes connot be men,
or vice versa, it is literally false. But since,the
\r!aiwai ultimately
since ,the vJaiwai
ultimate1y
extract meaning from it we have no alternative but to accept it as
symbolic.
Having located the statement in a field which defines its minimal
properties we must now decide how to analyse it. sperber rejects at
length a Freudian or Turnerian perspective and
I'md is led to the conclu
conc1usion that of all the interpretations of symbolism so far expounded,
J:le:wk-g;t;pauss-',s~~~S"tFUG-tu;pa-J,.ism-,pF@ves--~t@"E'tJ€l~~t1:1~~rn0s,t'~B&t-isf-Y~·l'l.g~.·~HeTle:wh.-g;t;pauss-',s~~"S"tFUG-tU:pa-],..ism-~pF@ves--~t@"EQ€l~~t1:1~~m0s.t'~B&tisf-y4·l'lg~.·~Heis critical
cri tica1 of I,evi-strauss, but nevertheless accepts that a symbolic
framework based on oppositions; homologies, inversions and the like
framework
is a useful and necessary device for laying bare symbolic structures.
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SO the next step will be to situate the symbolic statement in a

...\odder
Jider context, and this requires some more detailed ethnography.
A.nacondas make four major appearances in myths, but for the
Anacondas
detai1 two of them.
limited purposes of this paper we need. only detaiJ
Jhe Creation MYth
\.!aiwai, and his twin brother
Mawari, hero and first waiwai,
were born of the union of a female tortoise and a
Washi wercborn
kilJed by the
male
m~le grasshopper.
After the tortoise was killed
people~ an old jaguar woman taught the twins how
jaguar people~
to hunt, fish and grow caSSava. Eventually, after
growing enormous penises, they felt the desire for
women.
dmm to their fish trap and
e..nd there
Both brothers went down
found an otter. They both had intercourse with the otter
through its eye. The otter strongly reproached them for
this, . saying: "i",hy
"1tJhy do you do this to me as if I were a
fjnd yourselves women over there in the river."
woman? Go find
Mawari began to fish the river with an arrow, stiml$:ing
stim1$:ing
on· the first four occasions
it into the water five times. on
mehstruation mat, red
he fished up feminine articles (a menstruation
and yeJlow dyes, an apron, some beads and a cotton spindle).
uP. an anaconda woman and he
on the fifth attempt he drew up
took her to wife. He repeated·the whole operation and
gave the second woman. to Washi.
.
N0W that they had women the twins
t,vins naturally wanted
to have intercourse, but the women warned them of piranha
fish which 1i
lived
ved in their vaginas. 1/Tashi
IITashi however could
not contain himself and the piranha fish cut off his
penis. Mawari
Hawari managed to cure him, and washi
\lTashi even grew
a new penis, but it was.of normal size. Mawari bathed
his wife's vagina with strong·-smel1ing f1 uids which
caused the piranha fish to fallout so that he could
safely have intercourse with her.

Washi
washi hadoa
had>a number of children by his wife and he
took his own daughter as an extra wife. Their progeny
became the 'civil
'civilised
Mawari kept to his
ised BraziJians'.
BraziJ ians'. JVlawari
one wife, but all his children, save one son and one
daughter who later married, died. His progeny eventually
became aU
al1 the Indians and Europeans. 1;[hen
1;Then Mawari,'
Mawari' s first
daughter became emasi (had her first
fi.rst period) his wife. told
him to place her in a wayapa (seclusion hut) otherwise the
okoimo-yenna would come to take her because they were

j;O"iffiO-:(lTj)OiniO-:(lT-

This myth is clearly about the or~g~n
or~g~n of marriage; and by implication
the origin of the incest taboo. The twins are initially
initial1y endowed with
huge penises which they are partiCUlarly
huge
particularly careless in using; sexually
therefore they are both highly potent and incontinent. The otter, as
the object of the twins' sexual attentions, is an approp:riate choice
·""S±nce·;~~given~'that···wmtreIT·~artr~e"Ventlrarry-crerrvea.c~frorit'water,~'Tt
··h,18a .
·""S±nce·;~~given~'that~·"wonretl·~are~~e-Ventuarry-crerrvea.c~frorit'water,~'Tt ··h,),8a·
certain feminine valency •. But being amphibious, it
His
is also associated
with land and is therefore cosmologically too close to the twins to
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be wholly suitable. This cosmological proximity is reinforced by
the copulation which takes place through the eye rather than the
vagina; that is to say above rather than below. And we might also
assume from its rebuke that, in spite of its feminine valency, the
Tevi-Strauss, 1973, 213).
otter is male rather than female· (cf. levi-Strauss,
Thus we have three sets of oppositio!lS: land and water, eye and
vagina, and male and female, which can all be subsumed under the
general cosmological opposition of above and below, the conjunction
of which is the mediatory function of the otter.
This conjunction is ultimately creative because it gives the
children, but it has its dangers.
twins access to women who bear them childrenl
The sexual incontinence of which both twins are at one stage guilty
now gives way to a division. Mawari refrains from approaching his
wife until he has taken steps to rid her vagina of pirexma fish.
hand ,cannot
Washi, on the other hand,
cannot contain himself and suffers dire
still, he does regain
reggin his penis, albeit in diminished
consequences. Still,
form. Thus Washi is a sexually incontinent man who loses sexual
potency, whereas Mawari is sexually continent but retains his original
sexual potential. The continence/incontinence contrast is further
reinforced by the fact that Mawari remains monogamous, unlike Wasllii
who takes his daughter as an extra wife. Mawari, though reluctant to
let his daughter marry an anaconda man since he places her in a
wayapa, does not indulge in sexual relations with her himself.
For the moment we will say no more regarding this myth. If it
is symbolic, we cannot yet say to what it refers. So far we have
simply followed Sperber's advice and elucidated some of the structure
opposiwhich inheres in the myth itself by reference to a series of opposi
tions. sticking to the original task of understanding the symbolic
role of the anaconda, it will now be necessary to refer to a second
myth.
okoimo~yenna
okoimo~yenna

vi1] agG was deserted save
once long ago the i-/aiwai
Waiwai village
for an old chacha (grandmother/old woman) and a girl
secluded in a wayapa, which she was allowed to leave after
a couple of months. The next day the chacha asked the girl
to go to the river to fetch some water but warned her not
to cast her eyes to the centre of the river. The girl
disobeyed however. She looked at the river and immediately
saw the whole of the anaconda people rise from the water.
viJlage and told
Being scared, the girl ran back to the village
the chacha what had happened. The chacha hurriedly hid the
girl under a pot. The anaconda people arrived at the village
triedunsuccessand danced outside the house. The chacha triedunsuccess
fulJy to dismiss them with burning pepper. Next she tried
to convince them that it was her and not the young girl
they had seen. The anaconaa people were not fooled and
continued dancing.
Meanwhile, an armadillo began to dig a tunnel up from
the l'iV8rto the house, which started to get damp from
rising water. Two small fish and two frogs (2) came up
the tunnel and discovered the girl under the pot, but the
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chaeha threw them on the fire to stopi;hem
gossiping.
stop~hem gosslplng.
EventualJy the anaconda p~ople
p~ople became resigned to the
Eventually
fact that the girl was not there. They went but left
behind a series of. male articles - feather and bead
ornaments, arm bands and hair tubes. Leaving them on
the roof of the house they said: "Here is something for
poimo to look at when they return.1! The floor of the
house continued to dampen and soon the ",hole
whole house waS
flooded. The chachatried to save its contents but only
the anacondas' gifts survived intact. 1,ater they all
'~Taiwai' never forgot how to use
turned rotten, though the '~laiwai'
them.
The most striking thing about this myth is that many of its
structural elements are the reverse of those in the creation myth.
In the first place we have a village occupied solely by women. And
secondly the anaconda people whe rise from the river are all male.
T.hus landis
land is associated with the female, and the river with the m~le.
m~le.
Thus;
below: ',;
using the above/below distinction we thus find that above: below:~:
,female:male::land:water. Another contrast to which the myth calls
our attention is that between a young girl who menstruates and an old
woman who is presumably passed her menopause. The anaconda people
are interested only in the young girl and reject the chacha outright.
'my themes' we might point out are: 1) the young girl
other salient 'mythemes'
suffers visual incontinence; 2) the armadillo effects a conjunction
levelsi 3) this conjunction is ultimately
ultimateJy
of the two cosmological levels;
destructive; and 4) the anaconda people leave behind a series of
impermanent male articles. These all represent further inversions.
In the first myth the otter's eye is the passive recipient of human
sexual attentions,
whereas in the second myth the girlls eyes are
attentions,whereas
the
the. active agents which bring about non-human sexual attentions. In
the first myth the twins take a series of feminine articles from the
anaconda people, whereas in the second myth the ~~iwai
\\raiwai are offered
a series of male non-articles (because they turn rotten) by the
anaconda people.
Here we should pause to catch our breath, since we can play
the structuralist's game for a long while yet. Although the
'structures' we have uncovered so far are by no means exhaustive,
I think we have done enough to establish an outline of the trans
transformational relationship between the two myths. i,mere
il}here do we proceed
from here? \I/ere
\vere we to take a Levi-straussian position we might simply
say that: "•••
"••• if it is now asked to what final meaning these mutually
significant meanings are referring the only reply •.. is that they
signify the mind that evolves by making u.u~e,:
t...u~e,: of the world of which
it is a part" (Levi-Strauss, 1970, 341). sperber finds this unsatis
unsatisfactory. we should point out why.
First and foremost Sperber objects fundamentally to the ideas
that symbols can be said to signify anything at an,
all, since, he
maintains, to say that symbols mean is to mask those features which
are constitutive of them. words are said to be linked through a
conceptual mec?anismt
mec:hanismto_ih~~s~~~~~~~~_§l~
Q.:tJ<I2~Q_w.I~9:.gSLwlli,~Q}lccllil5~_Qa.llJ;L __ ~ conceptual
o_ih~~s~~~~J:'~~~_§l~___Q.:L~kr2~Q_w.I~9:.gSLwllj,~g}lcch§-5~-Q.a.llJ;L.~
encycr6Pae(frc-~~and~semanEc-;~encyclo:paedic
encycr6Pae(frc-~~and~semanfrc-;~encycio:paedic knowledge being about the
world (e.g. 'The anaconda is a snake with yellow and black marki:ngs."),
marnngs."),
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and semantic knowledge being about categories (e.g. 'The anaconda
is an animal.'). The conceptual mechanism is seen as that which
links
Jinks signifier and signified to give the word or statement its
sense or meaning. But in symbolic representations:
"The symbolic signifier, freed from the signified, is
no longer a real signifier except by a dubious metaphor
whose only merit is to avoid the nature of symbolism,
not to resolve it" (sperber, 1975, 52).
Thus in order to make sense of the statement "okoimo-yenna are our
poimo" we must first of all realise that, since the statement is
symbolic, its reference is at least twice removed from its utterance,
and if we want to uncover its reference we have to undertake two quite
distinct mental operations. In the first place we have to discern a
"focalisation on the underlying condition responsible for the initial
focalisadefect and (an) evocation in a field of memory delimited by focalisa
tion" (ibid. 123). Thereafter the. conceptual mechanism can be said
to interpret the statement. But the 'focalisation' and the 'evocation'
are prior to the interpretation. Thus a symbolic
symboJic utterance cannot
be said to mean anything in and of itself.
'focalisaThe best way of understanding what sperber means by 'focalisa
tion'l and 'evocation' is to follow through his method with reference
tion
to the material at hand. our two myths are symbolic statements and
they are in a transformational relationship. But as yet we have
given them no ultimate meaning. In them men have married anacondas,
anacondas have walked into v.,aiwai
v.Taiwai villages and anacondas have given
men gifts. In terms of common-sense such accounts of events are
defective. \vhat are the conditions responsible for these defects?
Any statement can be said to be a focalisation of attention, but
symbolic statements, because they are referred to the ency.clopaedi'
ency.clopaedil
and rejected, are focalisations which are secondarily referred to
another store of knowledge in the passive memory. From this second
referral, the individual tests the information in the statement
against all the information in the passive memory until he arrives
at something which wi1l give the initial statement relevance. This
is the process of •evocation'
'evocation' and the information which is recalled
by it represents conceptual knowledge which can be processed by a
code which will give it meaning. What sort of knovl1edge
kno'Vl1edge or informa
information which a \<Jaiwai man might possess would count as suitable
sui table for
g4,ving relevance to our mythical statements within a field
fieJd of evoca
evocation? Since the myths deal explicitly with themes concerning access
to women, we could search for information in the conditions of kinship
and marriage which apply to Waiwai
waiwai society.
The waiwai are fairly typical of Guianese Indians in that their
kinship exhibits: "•••
importffilce of
" ••• a lack of emphasis on descent, importance
residence in ordering relationships, bilateral cross-cousin marriage
and a tendency towards matrilocality" (Riviere, 1969,b, 162). On
bilateral cross-cousin marriage first. waiwai kinship terminology
classifies all female parallel cousins with sisters, and all parallel
paraDe]
anduncle~with . parerlts.
parel1.ts •.. Mater
Matern§tluncl(3s
aree~assified
wi ~_h
aunts anduncle~with
§tlllncl(3s
arec~aE3sified
",i
r1

1963, _.

··Tatners~in~raw~~ana.~pa£erna]~aunts··fatners~in~raw~~ana.~pa£erna]~aunts- wH1;:~moihers:in:law·TFo;;iz,wH1;:~moihers:in:law·TFo;;k,-

185-193). Logically then, cross-cousins are actual or potential
spouses and this category is known as wayamnu (literally 'my tortoise'

_

11'~

....

pn.rtner' ). Idf~ally
Idf~a11y therefore marriage
",d_ll
tha:t .1..J..L
.1.J..L .\):n..~
1)'X'C'J1"~li()rJ.
"'d_ll. be rern8m"hQx'Grl
rern8m"hQx'Gd -tha:t
1)'X'C'J1"~liorJ.
myth Mawari placed his dN"c,;1, ~.~,.'Y'
~.~,.'Y' in. <> -wayapa in order to stop thg

and meqning
ID('3!'lUing 'allowed
-\ r::'
r:'

i~Tl:tb,
i~Tl.+b,

-:k-lal".")
-:k-lal.")

,..-.~--v lvml).

sexual
-1. b
b

anaconda people from taking her. yet-accordIng to normal practice
the relationship of the girl to anaconda men would be that of FZD.
Thus the anaconda men's claim on waiwai women as portrayed in both
myths, and an ini tiatj_on :titual
ritual which a]]
aJ] girls who are emasi must
go through, is ostensibJ
ostensib] y a fair one. yet the vJ20iwai clearly
regard it as dangerous.
Residence ruJes
rules go some way in explaining this peculiarity.
Ideally the \vaiwai vi)
vil lageis stamped by three sets of rel ationships
known as eta, epeka and awale (ibid. 194-202). Each village is said
to consist of an epeka group made up of several individual etas,
where etas- are individual families and the epeka /STOUp an agglomera
agglomeration of such families related by siblingship. The village is
therefore seen as an extended family
frunily group and this does conform to
the actual grouping in most\'[aiwai
a]J exhibit
most\,Jaiwai villages, though they alJ
this tendency to some degree. Village identity and consanguinity
'-are therefore strongly confounded, though in many cases kinship
ties, in terms of actual consanguinity, are clearly fictitious.
When a stranger comes to a 1.tJaiwai
l.tJaiwai village, and his kinship status
is unknown he wilJ normally be declared
dec] ared epeka. This will release
hii,l from sexual obligations (since all non-epeka are potential
affines) and give him mere economic ones.
Village identity and kinship C8n
can therefore be said to operate
by the same paradigm, and the-epeka itself-forms an ideal group of
co-operating kin. sentimentally and economically there aTe very
close ties between siblings, parents and children. Brothers, sons
willingly share their duties to the family such
and fathers will wi11ingJy
as hunting, fishing ~Dd field-clearing. Sisters, mothers and
daughters share their work both in the fields and at home. Indeed
the epeka would be a neatly self-contained unit were it not for one
thing-:-the incest taboo - which means that a man must seek a wife
thin~he
outside his epeka.
In most cases, because of the strong epeka identity of any
will have to take a marriage partner from
particular village, a man wil]
another village. If the matrilocal rule is followed
foJlowed this means that
he must leave his epeka and live in another village where his
relationship to the core of villagers will not be epeka
epoka but awale
(in-law) and, more specifically, he 'tJiJ
\-Jill1 be in a mutual relation
relationship of poimo to his wife's brothers. Matrilocality is therefore
usually a tremendous wrench for a Haiwai
~~iwai man, and he will do
avo~d it.
one way of doing this is
everything in his power to avo~d
marriage with the ZD,but although the ZD category can be inter
interpreted as being wayamnu, this does not represent an ideal, and this
technique of staying within one's own village and natal group has
not beer). systematically exploited as it has been by some neighbouring
sUGh as the Trio (Riviere,
(RiViere, 1969 a).
tribes suOh
The

resentmer1t?fmatr~localit;yisonl;yheightened by.
resentmer1t?fmatr~localit;yisonl;yheightened

tn-at~ctYie ·hlrsb~and-nas
chlrsb~and-nas··-t6~und-eFtaKe~a
tyrat~~tYie
··-t6~Uha-eFtaKe~a forrit

tllE) fact

ororldeservIceTilown-- as _.

washma. Washma means that a man's father-in-law or brothers-in-law
can request him to perform a number of tasks such as field clearing,
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hunting or fishing. such tasks are always undertaken grudgingly
and the request is always made through the interlocution of the
man's wife who mediates the potentially strained relationship.
IdeaJly matrilocality and washma a~e lifelong requirements, though
they are avoided in a number of ways, the best of which is for a
man to let his sister marry his wife's brother. In this way the
rights of the two men cancel each other out. But this is seldom
possible and the best a man can normally hope for is a favourable
negotiation prior to marriage.
Marriage is always preceded by a ceremonial dialogue between
the fathers or brothers of the intending spouses, the function of
which is to decide the value of the woman who is to be married. In
this it is similar to the ceremonial dialogue which is conducted
during ordinary trade enterprises (Fock, 1963, 217). The man's
father will normally press the case that the woman is not worth a
great deal and that brideservice should be waived. In return the
woman's father wiJl
will press for lifelong washma obligations. The
resultant decision will primarily concern the length of time washma
win have to be served, and this agreement is conventionally bindidg.
There is of course no direct reciprocity in the trading of
women in this way, and though it may be fair to regard an individual
marriage as part of a genera] exchange which guarantees the wife
wifegivers a woman in return at some later date, this does not provide.
immediate compensation for the loss of the services of a sister or
daughter. In so far as exchange is direct this seems to involve
invoJve a
payment of bridgservice for sexual and domestic access. Matrilo
Matrilocali ty, from one point of· view, is a way of keeping your '.romen at
home and at the same time incurring extra services from :lihsbonas:.:i.
However if this is carried to its logical conclusion, any gains
from matrilocality are cancelled out by the fact that one's own
marriage involves similar duties to one's in-laws. This is why
the negotiation of brideservice is so crucial in waiwai marriage,
for it is every man's hope that he will gain a wife but avoid
washma..
washma. or to put it another way, one aims to take a ,.,oman
woman from
the 'outside' without losing the serVices of one'S own female kin,
so that taken as a whole an epeka group would aim at maximising
its women.
All this information regarding washma, marriage and epeka
loyalty is part of every 1.'Jaiwai man's 'encyclopaedia' - it is knq}V
knq}Vledge of the world as it actuany is. Clearly
ClearJya
a search in the passive
memory will evoke all or some of these facts of life and give the
statements concerning anacondas as brothers-in-iliaw a relevance. In
the creation myth we find that maXimising
maximising his women was something
that Mawari was very good at, and his relationship with the anaoonda
anaconda
people is conspicuous in its absence of reciprocity. In the first
place his marriage to an anaconda woman was not matrilocal but
patrilocal and there were no washma duties undertaken for his poimo.
Furthermore, Mawari de.IIlies
indemies okoimo-yenna access to his daughter in
spi
te of the fact that she is· wayanmu to them. In this Mawari is
spite
a true hero since he achieves what every waiwai
v.raiwai man himself dreams

~6T"(rolflg:······~O:FTii~fruuct:urarrsT~t·erms7~-~te~-mlght~-say-~that~ihe~myth~~-~6r(roljlg:····~O:FTii~fruuct:urarrs"t·~terms7~·~te~-mIght~·say·~that~ihe~mYth~~··

is an inversion of the sociological facts of life since on one level
we have marriages that are patrilocal
patrilocaJ and based on non-reciprocity,
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and on the other level He have marriages that are matrilocal and
based on exchange.
we can also note another sociological inversion that is per
pertinent to the myths - the series of attitudes connected Hith
menstruation. ""hen
When a man marrie,s)
marrie.s) the only extra services he
receives from his Hife Hhich could not have been obtained from a
sister are sexual. But when a woman is menstruating sexual inter
intercourse is temporarily taboo. The other sid.e of the coin to the
relaxation of sexual ties is the danger of the woman being drawn
more comprehensively back to her male kin, a danger that is doubly
apparent to a \vaiwai man because of the rule of matrilocality'.
Menstruation is therefore associated with what we might call 'social
incest'. yet in myth we find that although menstruation still
represents a danger of women being abducted by brothers-in-law,
the women in question are net wives but daughters; not affines but
kin. Thus in myth we have a situation where menstruating daughters
(kin) are in danger of '\;Jeing
'\;Ieing abducted by poimo for sexual purposes,
and sociologically~
sociologically~ a situation where menstruating wives (affines)
are in danger of being abducted by poimo for social purposes. This
is a particularly artful inversion because it confounds 'social
incest' with sexuaJ
tlht!lhanacondas with a lust
sexual incest by associating tfu~hanacondas
for menstruating women. (3)
Summing up the information which would give the myths relevance
we can say: 1) Men desire taking women from the 'outside'. 2) l1en
do not wish to lose the services of their female kin. 3) There is
a great resentment of brothers-in-law and their ability to dictate
partially a man's way of life. 4) Menstruation, because it tem
temporarily relaxes sexual connection, contributes more than a little
porari1y
littJe
we find that our two
to this resentment. Little wonder then that \-Je
myths are related to one another by inversion since one represents
Hith the 'outside' which all men
a conjunction of the 'inside' with
desire, and the other a conjunction which they all fear.
Vole could say more about the relationship between myth and
"'le
'reality' if we had more space, but it is clear that sperber's method
seems to have stood us in good stead since we have, at least partially,
given the myths a relevance which they did not obviously possess on
first encounter. But if we retrace our steps He can see that this
we can question
usefulness may have been more illusory than real. 'p!e
~nitialcriterion for establishing the
in the first instance our ~nitialcriterion
symbolic - irratLonality.

Irrationality is an idea that is glossed very superficially by
Sperber, but it is easy to see its fundamental importance for his
Hhich determines whether a state
whole exposition because it is that which
statement will be interpretable conceptually through active memory, or
memory. VoTe need not indulge in a long
symbolically through passive memory."'Je
longwinded analysis to show how the conditions of knowledge in any
particular society are dependent on the nature of the beliefs of
that society and the way in which they are articulated.
articuJated. They have
Evans-p~itchard.(1937).Forp:resent
been well enough known since Evans-p~itchard.(1937).Forp:resent
..."purpose
puTpos e sowe~need~~on'lynco
"t6 "'ili.e"-et:rmO:"
-llieO-etl1ilO:"
s·we~need~'on'lyn'o te~tl!eo~f~o~lt(Jwtng;-~~
te·tl1e"·f~o~lt(Jwtng;-·· According" "to
graphy, I have no reason to suppose that the waiwai do not regard
their myths as both historically true and 10gica11y possible. In
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faQt the contrary is the case. It so happens that the waiwai
regard themselves as living in a world where animals, in their
spiritual forms, are constantly interfering in the human social
world. Among other things they are said to consume children, and
NO \\Jaiwai
cause and cure sickness (Fock, 1963, 14-37). ]ITO
\ . r aiwai man would
Everydeny that an anaconda was a danger to a menstruating woman. Every
thing he knows of his environment tells him that the danger is rea,}.
The fact that irrationality is an observer's, :and not a native's
criterion has interesting implications for the thesis that symbols
sperber's 1line
ine that symbols are removed
are not semantic. If we take sperbers
from their conceptual implications, it is indeed possible to posit
menta1 operations whereby a symbolic statement undergoes
a series of mental
a double referJ;'al, the first being met with a rejection from active
model1 of the mind; it is sUppoSEJd to h?-ve
have
memory. This is a partial mode
universa,l application, and y-et the \,vaiwai do not apply the criterion
necessary to put the mental operations in progress. At the same'
time "Jaiwai
IrJaiwai myths are !Symbolic discourse 'par excellence' •
Afte~ a])
al)
But perhaps this is being less than fair to Sperber. Afte~
we have already established that his notion of evocation has proved
fruitful in delimiting other fields of relevance for waiwai myths,
could the process be unconscious? This is possible of course but'
one of its implications, if true, is that symbolism is basically an
individual mode of experience. And indeed, sperber is quite explicit
on this count.

individuaJ, which is
"symbolism is, in a large part, indiVidual,
incomprehensibJe from the semiological point of
doubly incomprehensible
view. Firstly a system of communication "lorks only to
the extent that the underlying code is essentially the
same for all; secondly a code exhaustively defines all its
messages. symbolism, which is a non-semiological cognitive
system, is not subject to these restrictions" (sperber,

,1975, 87).
s~mbolic statement the individual is more Of less
Jess
For any particular s~mbolic
free to search at random in his passive memory for knowledge which
naturany follows from the
wilJ give it relevance. This freedom natural1ysigx~Hied
freeing of the conventional rules which link signifier and sigx~Hied
fo~the
in normal, non-symbolic statements. HOW then do we account fo~the
fac"~ that cultural symbolism] eads to a shared orientation among,
fac"~
the members of a single society such as we have out] ined for the,'
coltEiction
waiwai? sperber's reply is that myths, because they are a colfEiction
rang~ of
of several symbolic statements strung together, limit the rang~
possible evocations which will take place in individual minds. -

"The more numerous are the beliefs, rituals etc., which
are taken into account the more the evocational field is
determinate, the more restricted is the range of possible
evocations, and the more the members of a single culture
are led to similar evocations" (ibid. 137).
- -But~tJ:rls~is~m:ereJys1:eiglIt~-~()r
nfuia~.' ~'STmilar--evoc-atTons'-~~'simi lar--evoc-atTons'-~--Derng
-"]lirtnJ:
s~is~m:ereJys1:eigIrt~'~()r nfuia~.'
'Derrig
shared, now have the same status as non-symbolic invocations made
from active memory. If it is eventually granted that symbols can

r'
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COil~on associations then there is no reason to suppose that
posseSB COil~on

those associations wiJl not enter into public knowledge, and if so,
be no different from encyclopaedic knowledge about the world. It
becomes increasingly difficuJt to see how symbolism can be both
timo. once the symbolic evocations
individual and shared at the same time.
become shared they become available as elements in a communication
knowstructure which has a defined code. In short, once symbolic know
ledge becomes public
pubJic knowledge there is no need to posit any mechanism
of rejection and secondary referral to passive memory in order to
give it relevance.
But the question of evocation remains genuinely interesting for
all that, for it certainly seems to be the case that some kinds of
statements, such as those found in myth, do have extraordinary
evocati¥B. power. Even if we do not accept a psychologistic account
evocati¥a
stiJl need to account for the fact that the myths
of evocation, we still
which we have analysed in this paper encapsulate sO much other
tripartite division of know\;information. If we look at sperber's triparti.te
\;
symb01ic (ibid. 91) - there is
ledge - semantic, encyclopaedic and symbolic
an implicit argument that semantic and encyclopaedic knowledge can
be regarded as meaningful, whereas symbolic knowledge, because it
is ultimately parasitic on the other two, cannot. semantic and
encyclopaedic knowledge, because they consist of statements which
knowpair signifier ~md signified, are conceptual, whereas symbolic know
ledge does not use this pairing and is theTefore merely cognitive.
But the signified/signifier pairing is not the only thing we can say
about meaning. linother salient point about meaning is that it is
ultimately grounded in norms, conventions and social rules; or to
put it in Wittgensteiniilll terms,
ter~s, the meaning of a word is identified
with·itsuse
with-its use or uses in a language game (1953). If we accept this
relatively uncontentious assertion it has unfortunate consequences
for Sperber's
Sperber' s whole
who le theory.'
For the word okoimo we can see that it has a number of possible
uses. 11,Ve
brothers-inNe find that it can be used in statements about brothers-in
law, menstruating women, wives and the river, to name but a few.
\fIe need have no criteria for Ju.dging
ju.dging their meaningfulness other than
the fact that the 1;Iaiwai use them. similar 1J ists could be drawn up
for such words as ~ and 12oimo.
poimo. one of the major conclusions of
'philosophical Investigations' which has been put to such devastating
effect in recent anthropology (cf. Needham, 1972 and 1974) isthat
in a search for a theory of meaning it is a mistake to presume that
any paTticular word wiD
wiJl have a singular meaning. Rather it will
have one or more uses.
But this
this is precisely
preciseJ y the error which we have committed through
throughout this whole analysis since our irrationality criterion initially
allowed us to designate a particular use of the word okoimo as mean
meaningless.
ing1ess. sperberts
sperber's argument is that statements are 'true
'true't when they
are semantically coherent or in correspondence with the world
worJd 'as
it is', and that by imp1 ication only such statements are moo,ningful
mOQ,ningful -
an argument which falls squarely on the side of a positivist inter
interpretation of meaning. But our problem is to locate a statement such
.-

-aEl"oke>±mo-yenna-are~our-pn±mo"-~:i]T-'tl're~-\ft)a1:wai~Tlanguage-game';
-aEl"okeJ±mo-yenna-are~our-pn±mon--:i]T-'tl'H~~-lft)a1:wai~Tlanguage-game';

to see whether it violate"SUiiIversal
violateS"'UiiIversal rules of truth.

nClt·
nc)t·
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And what of evocation? This now becomes a question of how
many different uses the word okoimo actually has in the language.
pat.ching,
Thus okoimo can be said to partake in a semantic field (cf. pat.
ching ,
\"i 11 stand in
1975) along with several other words to which iitt \vi11
reLationships of opposition, contiguity and overlap. The more a
particular word partakes in a wider or narrower field, the more or
meanings; the more evocative power it
less it will connote other Ineanings;
. will hold. This is why our inittal structuralist analysis still
proves illuminating (4): it allows us to sketch roughly some of the
difficuJt to
conceptual boundaries. Such fields will how8v(;r be difficult
represent graphically
graphicalJ y because they will have something of the form
of "elastic rubber sheding"
sheeting" (Leach, 1961, 7). But we can certainly
see how okoimo shares and participates in several mutually relevant
conceptual spaces along with other terms such as poimo, roupo
incest~
(menstruation) and incest~
analYStS are of special interest yvhen
YJhen
Such sorts of conceptual analyses
finally compared with Sperber's theory. They are located, not iq
psychological notions such as memory, but firmly in the social norms,
rules and conventions which govern language use. And since symbols
presare undoubtedly collective representations this is where they pres
Sp8rber is under the misapprehension that a criterion
umably belong. Sperber
of irrationality can anow him to escape the interpretation of
symbolism as a social fact. As for Romans and Schneider, so for
sperber:
"Whenever a social phenomenon is directJy explained by a
psychological phenomenon we may be sure that the explanation
is false" (Durkheim, in Needham, 1962, 126).

John Morton
Notes
1 •.
. . This myth, and the one which follows, have been quickly summarised
for the sake of space. This has inevitably resulted in a great loss
of detail that \vould
\VGuld be only marginally relevant to the purposes of
this paper. For full versions of the myths see Fock (1963, 38~53).
38~53).
2. The term Okoimo-yenna is generic and includes not only anacondas,
but also fish and frogs.

3.

There are a whole series of associations in waiwai thought which
corroborate this. Menstruation is connected with the moon, about
whom there is an incest myth. There is also a ritual which was
learned from thearmconda
thearl8.conda people and seems to be a re-enactment of
the moon myth. See Fock (1963, 54-5 and 171-2). Mso
Also yde (1965, 236).

4.

It is Quite
QUite possibly still illuminating from the psychological
langua~(3also presum1:tply_uH}jse~
pe:!:'spective too.wl1ereasordinary langua~(3alsopresum1:tplY_llti}jse~
·oppo sit ibnar 1 ogrc~,~n~-Qoe
st:tuctured
ogrc~,~n~-<foe s- rior-seem~
rior-seem~ -to--b-e -as
as myth. 1evi-Strauss's
Levi-Strauss's analogy between myth and music is perhaps
pertinent to this. sperber is after all chiefly interested in memory,

-ro--b-e- -rigorously
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and memorability is a quality which myth and music undoubtedly
share. Indeed this may even hint at a reason for Sperber's pre
preoccupation with symboJ
ism as individuaJ
istic. }1USiC
}'[Usic is, more or
symbolism
individualistic.
less, pure form and thus perhaps more than any other mode of communi
communication open to individual interpretation. MYthologiques is a formal
anaJysis
analysis of myth and this is why the myths used in that 'laboratory'
appear to be so meaningJess. we
we can only uncover the meaning of a
myth by reintegrating form with content, a procedure which returns
us to cultural particulars and not formal universals.

***************
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Social Anthropology as Discourse
This paper is about a darkness; a profound darkness that lies
beyond boundaries we are.unable
are unable to cross, unable to define, and beyond
which is silence, is death. We are unable to cross these boundaries
(let us call them 'limits') except in death, for we live in the space
defined by these limits; these same limits present obstacles at ~he
extremities of our perception and experience. or rather, there is
a correlation between those limits and the experience of the space
within those limits.
such boundaries are not available for definition, as to define
them would be to bring them '\Id
thin their own limits. such
such''boundaries
boundaries
within
must be left undefined if they are to limit; such limits are trul~~
trull~
death, absence, silence. i'he
The space within, and defined by, these
limits is characterised by life, presence, discourse, and it is to
a consideration of this latter feature, viz discourse, that this
paper will be addressed. MUch effort will be expended to ensure that
a fundamental distinction is recognised between discourse and that
linguistic category langua~.
langua~.
To the extent that linguists have seen in discourse a wel1well- .,
defined structure; have regarded discourse as a formal system for the
transfer of a semantic content; in as much as linguists and philosophers
have related sentences,utterances, speech acts, propositions, to
some criteria of "l-lell-formedness
"l'lell-formedness or acceptability; more generally 1 to
the extent that they have substituted an investigation or their own
theoretical category language in place of
'of an involvement with disQourse,
they have conspired to maintain those limits as thresholds of dea~h,
dea~h,
absence, silence. By making appeal to some external and arbitrary
criteria of acceptability and light, they have invoked darkness aqd
de'ath
death as necessary correlates,.
correlate~. More seriously, to the extent that
others have made appeal to those procedures developed in linguistics
for the study of language, for the investigation of other social
phenomena,. then they too should suffer the
tJ:1e same indictment.
.,

~

Let us suppose social anthropology.
such
extentthai
Such a supposition is justified to the extent
that social
anthropolOgy evidences itself. Social anthropology evidences itself
in texts.

~

__

Let us suppose also that social anthropology is the study of
texts. The texts which the social anthropologist studies are those
general texts that represent the ever-shifting and
2nd necessarily
necossarily
internally productive interweavings of several constituent texts,
each of which being dependent for its legitmacy and ~onstituteq.
~onstituteq. only
as. the nexus of relations between texts. Social anthropology occupies
precisely- such a nexus. perhaps the word 'text' conjures up the
preciselYnotion of a completed writing or an articulation that is finished; a
'dead stretch',
stretch!, or archive, available for study. As though by a
detailed analysis it might be possible to trace connections between
those constitutive texts and reconstitute the textual fabric which
supports social' and,cultural life. It has commonly been imagined
,~~c~_c~ ~~~e ~tillJ.:t
~tillJ.:t_ th~~:gori.£IDd_
th~~:gQri£IDd_c9he.rSlm:e,
c9he.rSJD.-oe _of,_
actio!).., .l:J.asbeen._.
,~~.c~_c~
of,. s9cial
sQcial ."actio!}"
,l:J.asbeen., depencl.ent{)n
depenci.ent{)n
a'fabric
procedure,-a-fabric of regulations, a social structure, a code of procedure,-
rulings of acceptability, enjoying some inorganic authority situated
variously above, or below, at least at some different level from
••

••
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those events observed by the social anthrbpologist. It wa~ as though
'~echanical'
the positivist and empirical sociology, dealing with the '~echanical'
relationships amongst events, had constituted a 'physics' of society;
whilst social anthropology, with its repeated emphasis on conceptual
orient at ions underlying social actions, had
'models' and intellectual orientations
presented a 'meta~physics'. or better: is a grammar of social action;
a programme determining the arrangement of those observed events at
the 'level' of observation only, or does the significance of such
events depend, partly or wholly, on some transformational history
deep-structur~l, con
conoriginating in some pre-conscious, atemporal, deep-structur~l,
ceptual framework? It must surely be said that social anthropology
is a metaphysics of social i n t e r c o u r s e . '
It is necessary only to recognise that Social Anthropology
evidences itself as discourse, as statements rccognisably.social
recogni~ablysocial
anthropological, which, in their materiality, constitute the text
of Social Anthropology. Social Anthropology is nothing othe;r
othe~ than
those material statements which are articulated in the discursive
underfield of Social Anthropology. social Anthropology fulfils no under
lying and necessary prediction. It is absolutely text. N0 purpose
s~at~ments
would be served in undertaking an analysis of all those stat~ments
which together constitute this discursive field with a view to
recovering essential and dis'Unctive features, either in Ejup,Ject
Elub,Ject
matter or in style of articulation; neither could appeal be"made to
some internal dynamic which drives this discourse along. As is the
case in all discursive fields, it must be recognised tha~ $ocial
Anthropology does
does not constitute a discrete set of stateljlebts.
state~ebts. Any
be';,seen as
attempt to so delineate Social Anthropology must then be\,s·een
ill-founded.
l,inguists
interest' in languagE!,
Linguists and logicians with an interest
languag~, formal
corp~s of
semanticists and grammarians, regard their recorded corp~s
represt;;)nting a sample
utterances ('performance' - Chomsky, 1965:4) as represt;;).nting
of an infinite 'competence' (Chomsky, 1965:4), 1.
L e. that set of
utterances which might be 'generated' by the grammar of that natural
language; as those propositions which might be compatiblEi
compatibl~ with the
regarded I as true in
corpus; as those other sentences wmichmight be regardedfas
relation to some external universe of interpretation or semantic
structure. In each case it is by reference to some external framework
that a plethora of potential sentences, propositions, or: speech acts,
might be predicted. From a small and finite corpus of examples
linguists and logicians have attempted to construct that infinite set
pX'opositions, or speech acts, which a competent native
of sentences, p~opositions,
speaker would recognise as 'well-formed', 'correct', ·or 'grammatical'.
In terms of such linguistic analysis it has been assumed that the
th them, or
sentences which comprise 'performance' imply, or carry vii
with
indirectly refer to, that infinite set of sentences which is 'competence';
more ,immanent sentences which so far remain
point to those possible, more;mmanent
beneath the surface of material discourse.
The material sentences and speech acts have thus be8n regarded as
external representatives of an interpretive structure which resides
Researcher~ who have
beneath material representqtion of language. Researcher~
sampJe of this material performance
undertaken to analyse a finite sample
.·-~",na¥e,~~pei'lea,te€l*y,,~-'-aIl€l"~i:!'l~V'aT~0U-S~~f'ftsn::i:0ns,a~t~1iemp-'bed~~'b0~ree0n-s'truet·
·~~ ...na¥e,·~pei'lea·te€l*y,,~~··ancl.··~i:!'l~v·ap~0u-s~·f"ftsn::i:0ns,a~t~1iem:P''bed~~'b0~ree0n-s''bruet··
this hidden, or disguised, interpretive structure; have attempted to
make possible the animation of the remainder of those statements which,
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3n thF.tt.:theyeach.refer to that same interpretive strur.ture, are
corapatible with that previously recorded performance. The linguist
is concerned to provide for the materialisation of that plethora of
sentences, propositions, speech acts, which might provide an exhaustive
description of this interpretive structure; or. rather, might allow
for the realisation of'that infinite set of iooanent
iomanent performances which
populatG a level beneath the surface of material discourse. 1\.
11. concept
populata
';leveleJl is implicit in all such linguistic analyses.
of linguistic ';levelel'
r,lateriali ty, and taken as residing alternately
Beneath the surface of materiality,
plenituQ.8 of
in the individual or a collective
collectivG sub-consciou,s, is that plenituo.8
sentences (syntactically, or semantically, correct) or logically
compatible propositions; that superabundance of ,,,ell-formed
''''ell-formed structures.
BY prooising such a set of possible sentences ('competence' - Chomsky)
it has proved possible to trace a unity betweon those sentences which,
in terms of such a presupposition have been chosen to enjoy a material
existence; have broken through the threshold of Dateriality.
uateriality.
of. this paper is to suggest that ".'
.'.. " .~.. -'.rl;:;
.I.,r",
A major purpose of
positing and subsequent exploration of linguistic structures, whether
syntactic, semantic, or phonologically
based, merely enables the
phonological1y based~
description of a well-lighted terrain. By establishing truth, Deaning.,.
ueaning.,.
fulness, \vell-formedness, as though a priori limits of acceptability,
an a priori situated both in a different space and in a different time
from those acceptable utterances or propositions or speech acts, it
is as though the succession of acceptable utterances merely provided
further i11Ulilination of that frame of reference previously defined
by the liuits of acceptability.
Dethodological assumptions has been
A savage consequence of such Dothodo10gical
the subjection and enslaveGl.ent of several generations of. linguists to
the search for and providing account of the 'oeaning'
'meaning' of utterances;
the 'neaning'
'Deaning' being that fraction of the extra-linguistic structure
fraoework which that utterance waS said to illuminate. 1"Then
fnced
or frao6work
''''hen faced
resGarohors
with problems of non-correspondence and irregularity several researohors
'context ' and 'situation' as
were led to appeal to such notions as 'context'
necessary qualifications. To the extent that they are based upon
criteria external to the material uttorance, proposition, speech act,
all such semantic theories and theories of meaning must be regarded
as theories of referenCE:; in as r;lUch as only 'acceptable' utterances
l~~guage characterised as that procedure
are said to refer, so is l~~guage
which renders possible a description of that well-lighted terrain; to
the extent that our theoretical constructions operate as criteria of
acceptabili ty, be they generative proceduros
procedures such as grar.u:.lars,
graQLlars, or
acceptability,
s8tnMtic structure or universe of inter...
inter ....
referential frameworks such as s8InMtic
pretation, they demonstrate a sociological presupposition of the
ir.lplicit in such procedures is a category of 'standard
'norm'; implicit
practice' with its corresponding category of 'deviance'.
Thus there is a danger that our theoretical constructions might
operate as no ",ore than criteria of acceptability; that they will
assur;le
aSSULle a status as guarantors of truth, meaningfulness, well-formedness;
a field of reference which,being outside of historical time, is in
danger of becoming established as a priori. Nor will it be sufficient
..us ..:tD~demons.trate~that".part;kGl;lJ.,aP~tneoTet~:i::ca·}~·"eenst-ructions~ttre~~··
.tD~demons.trate~that".part;kGl;lJ.,aP~the0Tet~:i::ca·}~·"eenst-ructions~f1re~~··
...... fQr~..us
emergence and articulation both
to be situated in history; that their euergence
nnd are synonyli10us
synony1110US with a particular historical instance;
correspond to and
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that the irruption of such a perspective is not to be equated with
succesthe arbitrary workings of a creative subject, or genius; that succes
sive or 'revolutionary' theoretical generalisations are not the works
~isionaries or those who lived 'before their time' •
of ~isionaries
The genuis has been taken as that individual who animates the
meanempty forms of language; pointing to, or indicating, a field of mean
ings, a semantic structure, a conceptual framework, a cognitive system,
leaving lesser mortals to make it explicit
expl.icit through Ivords.
words. In rejecting
philosophical themes
such a notion Foucault implicitly abandons those phi10sophical
discourse(~rongly assumed to be synonymous with language)
in which discourse(~rongly
is seen as an activity performed by individuals, be iitt 'writing
writing or
reading; a system of exchange, in which discourse (language) is no
I,evimore' than a set of signs at the disposal of the signifier (cf. I,evi
strauss, 1945).
The significance of a statement does not depend upon any referent
external to that statement. This implies that we forsake those
epistemological categories and linguistic or philosophical unities,
once regarded as a priori, but· which are now Sf'len
Sf3en as no more than
agetemporary methodological aids. It is precisely these apparently age
old categories that must be questioned; those pre-formed syntheses
that must be suspend8d. Upon suspending those groupings, which we
God~given, it becomes necessary to
were in danger of regarding as God~given,
consider in terms of which other criteria more clearly defined unities
might be established. Having dismissed the category 'language! as
presenting an unnecessary theoretical obstacle,our work is no longer
to be regarded, nor referred to, as linguistic.
such linguistic analyses as we shalJ review offer no
no account of
the emergence of a particular sentence, proposition, etc., at its
particular instance; no effort is made to provide account of why any
particular structure is materialised at a particular instance, rather
than any other. In fact, for such linguistic analysis such an account
would be unnecessary. A rational unity is proposed amongst sentences
in terms of their origin, implying that with any Jinguistic perform
performance a whole set of connections at the level of pre-material immanence;
an echo reverberates between the 'not-yet-said';
'not-yet-said!; a resonance
reactivates a whole syntactic, sem~~tic,
sem~~tic, and logical competence.

BY always referring language to a framework outside of (or under
under1ying) discollrse,
disco1J.rse, philosophers of language and structuralist-generative
linguists have denied Significance
significance to the materiality of sentences,
utterances, etc.; in considering on1;)'
onl;)' those linguistic categories
which together comprise their theoretical construct, !language',
!language!,
they have regarded linguistic events men)]y
menl1y as thought clad in signs
and made visible by words. In accepting such an account one is faced
with the problem of determining the origin of successive frameworks
of reference; of accounting for the indisputable fact that enunciative
formulations
formi.llations undergo historical change.
Any discursive formation is no more than that set of statements
which have been articulated and so define those formations. A dis
discursive formation is defined as that series of statements which

.,. ·(lonst~ltlTt"Er'1';"~··~Sucn~·<a~pr6posltion~'am5Uii1;sG&tO~a~suspenslon"'oT~alr-n
·c-onst~ltu~~Er'1';"~--~S1Icn~-<aEpr6posltron~-am5Uii-t;sG&tO~a~suspenslon"-oT-alr-n
references and appeals to unities and continuities established on
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the basis of either an external, formal criterion, ora prior
classification of subject matter. It must be noted that the
acceptance of any such prior classification was tantamount to con
con. d,omning discourse (as was the category of language) to an eternal
rol e of impotent commentary; aderna,nd that ,,,e should regard discourse
1'01
(language) as but aa passive medium by the use of which man is abl~ to
articulate his experiences of the philosophical cate~ory
cate~ory of the glveni
a denial of the capacity of discourse to produce objects and concepts;
more generally, that wu
we undertake an analysis of the theoretical
category.
category language, for which procedure common sense provides an
adequate principle of verification (pace A.J. AYer) , rather than to
involve ourselves in a generative discourse.
Th8 significance of a mat(;rial
mat6rial statement is not to be assGssed
in its own right, as a discrete event. Whereas
whereas by
bY. making reference
to some extra-linguistic authority an isolated sentence might be
classified as graml1.latical1y-correct,
gralill1.latically-correct, a single proposition as logically
true or false, a statement gains its significance in terms of its
posi
ticin, Vis a vis other conter;lporary
positicin,
contenlporary statements; in relation to
those other statements which toget~er
toget~er comprise a discursive forruation.
The Unity amongst those statements which constitute a discursive
formation is not founded upon a COlmnon reference to some
SOlile extralinguistic framework. A discursive framework
'.l£"';-1'.~
'.i.e
".;-" . .,r'
.,..~
is no moru
more than those stateucnts
statements which oonstitute It.
Although in terms of such qnepistemology,
q.nepistemology, or rather non
nonepistemology, there are no longer grounds for claiEling an undisturbed
continui
ty of developl,lent in a discursive field (neither by reference
continuity
to some external and necessary frar::iowork
frar:;iowork or procedure, nor by tracing
'tenuous logical implications between successive statement~),
statement~), yet the
never-stable network of relations which constitute a discursive
'formation, necessitates a degree of systematisation. The significance
of such a proposition is that although it is possible to use the
terminology of system, yet it is an open system. It is now possible
to argue against those structuralist writers, who, following in the
phenomenologist framework,wopose a unity ar.longst
aL.10ngst natural phenoGena
phenoGcna
corresponding to an essential structuring principle in the human
hunan
intollect which investigates nature; it becomes possible to criticise
those other writers who have proclaimed a necessary structure in the
development of histor;x:.
histor~.
But having argued in favour of suspending all those external
fraEles
which a sentence, or utterance,
frwtles 6f
of reference in accordance with which
rnight be judged acceptable, riloaningful, well-formed; notiofls
notiops by appeal
to which unities or contihui
ties might
l:light be posited bet~~en
betVJeen linguistic
corltihuities
structures separated across space or through time; not allowing our
our·solves
solves the convenience and reassurance
roassurance of an aa,priori
priori rationality
situated either in the enquiring subject or the
the. object of his enquiry,
several severe limitations might still
still·be
be noted on the production of
statements. Having suspended such external criteria for unities and
continuities, yet there are no grounds for regarding each material
performance as a discreteevent~ totally u.nrelated to all·
all 'other
other
either preceding·or successive verbal events. How
HOW then aight it be

_PQR§jJ;>J,iL~tQ,~p~~~'li11~~9cQQJJnL~Q,L
s).J.Qh=a~degr,eiLQf~r,egular.ity~?~,-~~_.~_c~.
_PQRsL19J,iL~tQ,~p~~~'li1!Jl~9cQQJJnLDL
.. suQh=a~degr,eiLQf~r.egular.i:ty~?~.-~
~_. ~_c ~.

Having suspended all reference
rationaJ, external and
r8ference to both rational
anthropologistic functions and
2nd limitations on the production of
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potential for producing statements; that it is 4lan's
man's 'natural'
disinclination to let this potential be realised; to allow this dis
course to spread out in every conceivable direction, in search of
the limits of discursive possibility. It would imply that, beyond
the limitations on the production of statements, there is some
expansive, limitless field of diScourse which has been repressed and
kept silent, which might be restored to speech when these limitations
are abolished.
To hold such an opinion would be to accept the 'existence' of an
materialisation
'unthought' or an 'unsaid' being made available for materia1isation
through articulation; would be to revert back to the position from
which discourse (then language) was seen as consisting only of signs
for objects, concepts, or whatever; would be to revert back to that
frotil which we have struggled so hard to escape, viz that
position from
philosophical standpoint from which words and statements were seen
only as several disguises for concealing a reality that resided
elsewhere; a philosophY founded on the central principle of the
"founding subject' as the originator of the several epistemological
frameworks, semantic structures, cognitive systems. outside of a1]
time all he need do is indicate a field of meanings and let others
make it explicit through words. In such a philosophical frauework,
language was seen simply as an activity performed by individuals reading, writing, exchange; was regarded as a set of signs at the
means of articulating that which was
disposal of the signifier; a Ineans
theofirst of all thought; a function of impotent cOLllilontary on a theo
retical 'given'.
But surely, you might say, simply to have a philosophy of
language which denies discourse the power you say
s~ it has, is not, in
itself, sufficient to emasculate such discourse. To
TO re£use to accept
that the [,lUle
r,mle will kick is hardly sufficient evidence when the opposite
proves to be the case. It is true. One is right to protest. such
philosophical limitations lJight
might
IJight pose problems for analysis; 4light
raise obstacles to successful exegesis, yet would not deny material
discourse its capacity to produce. Two points are raised here:
firstly, and in fear of flogging a horse that has been dead for the
past several pages; by consistently referring sentences and proposi
propositions to some kind of system situated at a different 'level' to that
. of the material sentences, etc., philosophers of language have been
unable to consider the possibility of the materiality of statements
being productive. Secondly, and closely related to the first point;
pointj
upon surveying the research undertaken in the field of linguistics
or in
in the philosophy of language, we note that there has been a
841phasis on searching 'underneath', or 'behind', the
. continual 80phasis
Ii.1ateriality
ulateriality of language, in search of some principle of organisation;
on referring the Llateria1
material eler.1ents, be they r,lOrphemes,
r.lOrphemes, words, or
classificatory
c1assificatory particles, to some 'reality' outside of language.
Such analytical techniques reflect a more general philosophical
thematic, concomitant with an all-pervasive 'will to knowledge', or
rather, 'will to truth'. (Foucault,
(FoucaUlt, 1971).· The restrictions and
limitations on the production of discourse arise primarily as a result
of this 'will to truth' having been institutionalised.
It must be noted that each statement must be recognised as a
discrete event; can be distinguished from all other statements either

,.

.......
' .....
.
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in terIil.S
terQS of its material composition, or the site ot'
of its articulation
in time and space. yet there are conditions under which such state
statements might be said to be repeatable. These conditions correspond to .
those categories which we have taken such trouble to reject; categories
of grammaticality, meaningfulness, logicality. In terms of such
categories sentences, utterances, etc. may be classified as well
wellformed or ill-formed, true or false, acceptable or unacceptable. NOW
institutions are founded upon and maintain, produce, in fact are
nothing more than, a collection of sentences, propositions, etc. which
together articulate a field of reference external to ·those sentences
such a referential
and propositions, etc. precisely in terms of such
criterio:g.institutions
criterio~institutions are able to decide on the significance of
'novel' sentences, propositions, and the like, and thus pass judgement
lacbeptability' of the same. Institutions are responsible
as to the 'acbeptability'
for the division of the total field of discourse into disciplines,
subject
insUbject areas; by mistakenly substituting
sUbstituting la,nguage for discourse in
stitutions have assumed for themselves an authority to exclude those
sentences and propositions, or rather statements, which, in terms of
their self-defining frame of reference, are ill-formed or insignificant,
improper or meaningless. Authority is indeed vested in institutions.
There is a temptation which must be resisted. It might appear
that the limitations and restrictions to which reference has been made
are constraints directed against the individual; are insidious
limitations on the creative capacity of the philosophical subject;
present some form of epistemological Qbstacle, maintained by the
'establishment I, and which only the genius can overcome •. It may be
'establishment',
comforting to imagine that, were such obstacles removed, each
individual would be able to materialise such rich notions that remain
as yet unsaid. such romanticism has no place in this work. The
limitations and restrictions
limitations which have been outlined are 1imitations
on the potentiality of the discourse, not on some ill-defined and
frankly speculative notion of 'creative subject!.
subject'.
Suspending any search for a truth value, or a meaning, hidden
within the text; no longer analysing what is said in search of 'what
is said'; regarding each statement not merely as the arbitrary pro
projection from a field of the initially thought through the threshold
materiality,
of materiali
ty, there are no g:Lounds for claiming that material state
statements (written or spoken) conceal or disguise the intentions of a
erGative subject. Hence aD
all appeals to a unity or continuity amongst
cr8ative
statements based upon the presupposition of the rational workings of
the human intellect, or a logic of the pre-conscious, might also be
suspended.
The site of such a unity is not, however, presupposed. such a
unity might be founded on the use of words or propositions; based on
appeal to syntactic, ..semantic,
semantic, or phonological structures, or on the
ratiocinations of formal logic. ",[here
"'Jhere such an appeal is not al togother
satisfactory then there is a further appeal to hidden unities. It
must .be borne in mind that the presupposition of such a unity is a
obligati.on for the historian of ideas, as it is also for
procedural obligatj.on
the idealist philosopher and linguistic analyst. A principle of
cohesion rnustbe f01md, at any level from the most obvious and banal
tothe.... most~.i.l-1
most~.i.1.-1 ...£.oUQd€ld~and~~tenu0uB"i----~-such~~specu}a:tl:ve-'uni~ties~might
£.oUtld€ld.and~~tenu0uB'i,,--·-sueh~·speeu'}a:tl:ve-'uni~1J'ies'might
tothe
non-cont~adictions beneath the syntactic and
be founded on logical non-cont~adictions
~nbiguitios, or through analogy and symbolism by means of
semantic runbiguitios,

I
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have these researchers
an imaginary thematic. In such fashion .have
attempted. to establish rational unities amongst
amOngst sentences,
seritences, proposi
proposiattempted
tions, and speech acts, both through time and across discipline
boundaries.
b~ing made that our sfiscoursearticulates
si'.iscoursearticulates beyond
A claim is b~ing
the limits of any structuralism; that the categories of discursive
formation, system of formation, etc. are
are not
to structural
riot susceptible to.
analyses, and that attention must now be focused upon the ray, fact
of the 'statements' materiality, rather than on the eluc1dation of
some hidden frame of reference. Rather than constructing, on the
dat~, some form of generative system which might
basis of recorded dat~,
a, larger corpus compatible with that already examined, it is
produce 1'1
recoi~ended that attention be shifted toa consideration of the
recoi~ended
instance, or circUlilstances, under which one particular statement
appears rather than any ether.

It must be emphasized that there is to be no interpretation of
the texts. Recorded statements are· no longer to b.e seen as providing
EJ'ither for objects of the 'real' world (however this qualifier
evidence either
might be-understood), or the intentions of an author. Nor are they
to be regarded as data for the construction of a history. It has
been mentioned how several restrictions operate on the production of
eleLi(.mts to expatiate
statements; how the tendency of discursive eleLi(Jl1ts
throughout the whole field of discourse in general is controlled by
institutions and authorities of discourse, in addition to more general
philosophical presuppositions and themes.
teLlpt8.tion te begin the
Some might experience an iLlillediate
i~nediate temptation
censtruction of a 'new' history based on a consideration of such
·limitations
limitations as might be evinced by those recorded statements, found
in books, official records, novels, and philosophical treatises; in
short, upon'a consideration of the archives. Does not the question
spring to mind: would it not.be possible to trace a history of those
constantly shifting limitations on the truth of our human subjectivity
which has, for all -GL,n)
tL,n) struggled for free-expression? In this
interpretation of t:l<j -[<Tt
-t.'~Tt the material statements are once more
r;nY'e m;'_'face
m:'_'face of the true; that hidden beneath this
regarded afl
af1 'the r;nre
Llantle
mantle is a p:cofur,:hl c1ni· eternal truth that need only to be hinted
i!:-Dscl.la~;01y Y'eccGnised.
It is precisely these speculative
at to be i~:-Dscl_lat01y
reCOGnised. ..It
te:il~y~atio!ls Vihich
which must be resisted.
and ideational te:il~·~atio!ls
Mike Taylor
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''1'he Raw and The Cooked
Cooked'1
On an ll.SpGct
Aspect of 'The
In his 'overture' Levi-Strauss COGllilUnicates an insight about
"'1'wo articulated r,18ChanisL1s,"
r,lGchanisL1s," he writes, "mesh
artistic languages. "'l'wo
cOf:J.bines the properties of both."· (20) I
to form a third, which cor:J.bines
r,msic Levi-strauss
would like to try to show how in his analysis of r,lUsic
him. to
loses sight of this insight, and how this loss may have led him
miss the total significance of the structures ho has so unerringly
and imaginatively revealed in his analysis of sythology,
nythology, upon which
iElposed ingeniously, but, in sy
the structure of music is imposed
my opinion,
misleadingly.
I,msical language take
takE) so long to develop? Why did the
why did IJusical
HOl~ler but no Beethoven?
Greeks have HOl~ler
Greek music is nuw rer,lonbered
only for the harl:lOnic discoveries of pythagoras. l,et us look into
this. The pythagorean philosophical system was a binary system; it
involved raising to philosophical status a list
Jist of opposites such as
Limit/unlimited, one/Many, and Male/Female to name but three of the·
most important. such binarism is evident in Aristotle I s key forr:lUlaforr:lUl~
Middlo, which may help to illustrate
i1lustrate
tion of the Law of the Excluded Middle,
what I mean by philosophical status. Let us suppose, in Hegelian
terLlinology, a thesis, in this case a note played on a length of
string, e~d an antithesis, another note played on a different length
of that same string.
'
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The numbers represent the positions of
the bridge for each interval on the
pythagorean monochord. For instance,
in the first oxaTilple
oxaE~le the octave interval
is produced by doubling the
tho length of
string peruitted
permitted to sound, hence the
ratio 2:1. For convenience the line.
representing the string has been
divided
di
vided into twelve
two 1 ve equal segQents.
segr-wnts.

Intuitively, the synthesis should be another musical note, another
signifier in the smile language. But
BUt pythagoras synthesises the
contrasts by reference to a mathematical relationship. This
ThlS was
the fatal stop, as I shall .argue. The Medieval and Renaissance
composers on the other hand had a different way of conceptualising
music. They believed that the basic harmonic unit was a group of
three notes, the triad. once divergence had boen
been established by
the formulation of two distinct musical signs, a third was demanded
for the purpose of resolution, and the third sign was now musical
and not mathematical.
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equi vThus Dusic at last formalised a r,letaphvrical r:lechanism equiv
alent to that which had been operating in poetry. The mathematical
basis was still embedded in the deterDination of this third note,
hasis
but concealed enough to allow the evolution of the well-tempered
scale which departs froD the pythagorean harnonic system. It is
significant that the intervals of the modern triad, namely the major
mathemaand minor third, were not admitted by the pythagoreans; their mathema
tical relationships were not simple enough for the" linear model
that the pythagoreans used. In the well-tempered scale where all
the semitones are approximately equal, the third is perhaps less of
a perfect consonance to the ear than the fifth or the fourth or the
octave. When these latter intervals are allowed to be in perfect
harmonic relationship, as they were in medieval times, the d.ifference
between them and the thirds is marked enough in terms of consonance
dischords
for the thirds to have been regarded as dis
chords even as late as the
thirteenth century. This is partly because the third at that time
was not calculated by its harmonic ratio, 5:4 in the case of the
major third for instance, but rather defined in terms of tones and
semitones. Thus in a scale which had not been tempered, the ditone
would produce the ratio 81:64 instead of 80:64. However, as the New
oxford History of MUsic puts it, "It is obvious that the reluctance
of theorists to admit thirds ••• as consonances was due to the fact
that they did not fit into the acoustic theory they had inherited
from the Greeks." When the medieval composers finally started using
sound rather than ratio as the mediator between two different notes,
they were freed from the constraint on thirds. But the well-tempered
scale, in attempting to equalise the steps between the octave, to
some extent distorts the intervals from their acoustic harmonies.
metaIn this sense music has become like poetry, because just as a meta
phorical link like 'run' will never provide a completely illuminating
relation of dog to stream or stream to engine, so a third note that
is not expressing the exact harmonic relation of its predecessors by
.its frequency will never be a complete resolution; if it were then
resolumusic as a language would be doomed. Because of the ease of resolu
tion, it would fail to carry enough discreteness to code the variety
of human emotion. such a system would remain at the level of simple
meJ.ody-and-song, as indeed happened with the Greeks. It could never
become a language in the sense that the music of Bach and Mozart and
Ma..l-J.ler is a language.
Beethoven and Ma..1-J.ler
qualiI am aware that the above requires a certain amount of quali
fication. Greek music was never wholly restricted to pythagorean
theory. The system of Aristoxenus, for instance, reveals a variety
and complexity of intervals which for melodic potential has no modern
difference between
rival. MUsicologists would say that the principle diffBrence
ancient and modern music is the complete lack of evidence for
TO compensate for this the
simultaneous 11armony in the former. To
Greeks carried the subtleties of melodic differentiation to their
limits. But it is undoubtedly the case that most Greek music we are
told about was an accompaniment to words. It is likely that the
words themselves provided a structure on which variation could centre
in an otherwise rather vague and ill-defined system such as the
l\.r~stoxenian,appearin€?
t.does devoid of..the..
the .. fundamental
A~~stoxenian,appearin€?as ...~ t.doesdevoidof
fundaJ1lental
con6m;f~ne· c~e ssary'for
ssary-1or -creatlng~a~
-creatlng~a~ cod.e-WiThfi€(id:r-ey and -e con6m;f~ne·
cod.e~wiTh- a-high
generative, but also a high transformational capacity i.e. with
swift and almost universal accessibility. I do not want to suggest
that melodic subtlety cannot produce discreteness, but that its
0
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dis9reteness becomes incomprehensible if it is not~inked
not~inked to the
structured discreten8ss of another code, that of language. Melodic
subtlety cannot substitute for simultaneous harmony in a purely
musical code which is to have the capacity for generating a Beethoven
symphony. similarly
Similarly it would be hard for simultaneous harmony to
arise in a system that was very devoloped
developed melodically, in the sense
of using Quarter-tones etc., because of the concomitant lack of basic
harmonic sound. A return to the pythagoreaJ.1. simplicity at the start
of the middle ages was n.ecessary
discovery of simultaneous or
necessary for the discove~y
synchronous harmony. Again, while metaphor and harmony link two ideas
in one synchronous event, melody can only link ideas in the diachronous
manner. A purely melodic line sufficient to code for the amount of
information stored in a classical symphony would be very long indeed,
even if it used Quarter-tones to produce increased variety among its
intervals. Such
such length in a code as abstract as that of music runs
the risk of confusion, of the audience forgetting the thread of the
argument.
NOW what led me to doubt that I,evi-strauss had fully applied
the insight he later develops on continuity and discreteness to his
analysis of music in his ''overture'
overture' was his brush .vi
th serial compo~i
compo~i
with
tion. It is obvious that Levi-strauss has little time for serial
music, and this is perhaps why he has failed to give it his usual
acui
ty of attention. I will start by outlining the process of
acuity
composition in a post-serial work as expounded by the composer pete~
pete~
Maxwell Davies in a lecture at the Dartington Summer schoo) of MUsic
this year, in the belief that post-serial
post-seriaJism
ism can throw more light on
serialisw
serialism than can an approach from classical idioms. In composing
'AveMaris
b6gan with a nine-note plainsong melody
'Ave Maris stella' Davies bGgan
which he proceeded to transform by using what he called a magic sQuare.
'rhe intricacies of the mathematical mechanism need not concern us;
..the
the inevitable. charge of arbitrariness l,mst
)'1USt be dealt with however.
Let us return to·
to I,evi-strauss:
Levi-strauss: his argument against the validity of
the serial language is that it is not related to the physiological
basis of its listeners,. or not related closely enough.

"MUsic operates according to two grids. One is physiological ,..,...
that is, natural;i
ts existence arises froe!
froc! the fact that
natural;its
r,1Usic exploits organic rhythms and thus gives relevance to
[,msic
phenomena of
c1iscontirluity
rer,lain
discontiiluity that would otherwise remain
latent and submerged, as it were, in tirae. The other grid
is Gultural; it consists of a scale of musical sounds of
which the nUl.'lber
cul tureto
number of intervals vary from culture
to culture.
The system of intervals provides music with an initial level
of articulation, which is a function not of the relative
heights of the notes (which result from the perceptible
properties of each sound) but of the hierarchial relations
among them on the scale •• "ll (16)
It can be seen here how I,evi-strauss, in talking about organic rhythms
without presenting any cultural rhythmic counterpart, has blurred the
whole issue. The fact that the early medieval composers had a ternary
__ ____:r-1:lythmicsysteLI,1'lhi_le
binar;y,_~1Jll,?j;!'().t§E3 __ _
____E~thllliGsysteLI,1'lhi_le our _~~n~lass~~.§.Lsyste~~
~~~n~lass~~.§.Lsyste~~i~ binar;y,~~1Jl1,?j;!'().t§E3
the platitude that rhythm is as culturally deteruinod as intervals.
The (in I,evi-Strauss' terminology) natural counterpart to cultural
intervals h1ust be the intervals which are a function of the relativG
relative
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heights of the notes. Similarly, a musical rhythm is the cultural
r,evi-strauss fails to imply
counterpart of a physiological rhythm, as Levi-strauss
,later
. later when he says:
frorll the fact that
"The musical emotion springs precisely frofl1
each.moment the couposer
cOL1poser withholds or adds more or less
at each,moment
than·the listener anticipates on the basis of a pattern
incnpable of
that he thinks he can guess, but that he is incapable
wholly divining because of his subjection to a dual
periodicity; that of his respiratory system, which is
determine,d by his individual nature, and that of the
training."It (17)
scale, which is determined by training.
cOlnitting what I term the pythagorean sin, he is applying a
He is comitting
different language to create a relationship between two discrete
entities in an initial langUage, thereby undermining the whole
validity of that initial language. In fact classical music in both
its intervallic and rhythmic aspects functions on a triadic syst8m
as outlined above. There are two signifying parts; the expected,
deterrilined by the structure, and tho
the unexpected, which is
which is deterurined
fro!:."! the structure. Neither
Nei ther of these is
represented by departures from
r,evi-Strauss regards as
natural; thus neither of the .two
,two grids which l,evi-Strauss
prerequisites for the musical language is natural; they are, in the
be'ginning, "Two
IITwo articulated
words of the insight I quoted at the bo'ginning,
mechanisms 6esh(ed) to form a third, which combines the properties of
r,lechanisms in music? I have
both." What are these two articulated f,lechanisms
undercalled them the expected e.nd unexpected, but this is only their under
lying structure. When }I1ozart writes a sonata in A'lilinor, he establishes
at the outset of the work,
work. a set of seven notes out of a possible
twelve -these are his expected notes. When
when he also writes in common
time, that is four beats to a bar, when he could have chosen two,
three or five etc., once f,mre
r.lOre he is delineating an unexpected, this
time of rhythm.
rhythrn. The antithesis to these delineations is not the
natural, organic rhythms of each individual, or the natural harmonic
relationships of the notes, but quite simply any venture outside the
key or the rhythm initially
initialJy delineated; on condition that the venture
does not raove outside the total set of the system. The total set of
the system is represented in the case of classical music by tonality,
and the laws of rhythmic regularity which accompany it. The third
articulated Liechanisr:l
'I;he
Liechanis!':l stipulated by l,evi-Strauss is of course ""he
exposition of the whole piece.
A passage frou
Schoenberg!s writings ohll1usic
frof.1 Schoenberg's
Ohlllusic in'style and Idea'
r:lay serve to illustrate this:
!':lay
"Every tone which is added to a beginning tone makes the
meaning of that tone doubtful.
doubtfuL If for instance G follows
after C, the ear "c:lay
'c:lay not be sure whether this expresses
C major or G 1:1ajor
major or even F major
minor; and the
raajor or E lninor;
addition
tones iilay
mayor
addi tion of other tones
or may not clarify this
probler,l. In this manner there is produced a state of
unrest or imbalance
irnbalance which grows throughout DOSt of the
piece, and is enforced further by similar functions of
rhythm. The method by which balance is restored seems
--- -to-metne-f'~EjarTd~ea-6f~(f6mp~6srt-f6n:l'~- -._. --------------
-to-lll.etne-r-earid~ea-6f~(f6mp~6srt-f6n:l'~-

---------~-------

,)
.)
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That is to say music resolves itself, it does not directly resolve
or mediate between the natural and the cultural. Does this contra
contradict the whole import of 'The Raw and the cooked'? Not at all.
To go back now to Maxwell Davies and the composition of 'Ave
Maris stella'. It will be remembered that Levi-Strauss argues that
serial music is not closely enough related to the physiological.
This may be so, but I cannot see what relevance this could have to
his argument. If he makes musical language the antithetical grid to
natur~l
natur~l rhythms and sounds why should he wish them to be close together?
It seems to me that he has lost himsolf, and retreated to a more
intuitive point of view that in fact does not follow logically from
his previous reasoning. NOw Maxwell Davies expressly declares that
he is writing music with a tonal background. Likewise, Hans Keller
in a recent article in the 'New statesman' has pointed out how this
applies to the majority of the so-called 'atonal' composers. The
problem that the serialists encountered when they attempted to extend
tonality to include all twelve notes and every rhythm of the classical
system as the initially expected was that they were left without any
unexpected at all; in fact they were in the mire of continuity which
Wagner's chromaticism had hinted at. They ran the risk of each piece
signifying exactly the same thing, and thereby nothing at all. It
was in answer to this that schoenberg came up with the solution of
the note row as a means for establishing discreteness. And, 10 and
behold, he discovered that this solution was in reality based on
traditional harmony. What distinguishes one note row from another
is not a difference in notes, in
in the way that a difference in notes
is the distinguishing feature between say C major and F sharp major,
but a difference in the harmonic relationships of the notes themselves.
There were always twelve notes in a row, and they were always the
same notes, but each different note~row
note~row implied a different approach
to tonal harmony. And in \vebern's
Webern's triads we find the significant
reduction of harmony back to its initial conception as three notes,
thesis, antithesis, and synthesis, but a synthesis which is itself
the statement of another thesis in any language worth its salt.
Schoenberg, the found ing father of serialism, puts iitt like this:
"I have stated in my Harmonielehre that the emphasis given
to a tone by a premature repetition is capable of heighten
heightening it to the rank of a tonic ••• It seemed in the first
stages immensely important to avoid a similarity with
tonality. Through the necessity of using besides the
Basic set its Retrograde, Inversion, and Retrograde'
Inversion the repetition of tones· will occur morc often
than expected~
expected~ But every tone
appears alwayS in the
neighbourhood of two other tones in an unchanging com
combination which produces an intimate relationship most
similar to the relationship of a third and a fifth to
its root.
root."1t
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In serial music, in a sense what was unexpected in classical
tonality became the set of the expected, and what had been expected
became at first, as schoenberg implies was necessary in a language
struggling to establish itself as a new code, the unacceptable, but
merely the unexpected. Maxi'iell Davies uses the magic
very quickly merely'
square not as an arbitrary definition of what is to be the expected,
but as a means toward establishing and maintaining what unexpected
paths he wishes to explore. The expected is the whole tonal and
rhythmic compass now, including the old classical subsets of this.
Thus it has become the function of the modern composer not to make
clear what is expected but what is unexpected. This may be a harder
task, but it is slowly growing more evident that the unexpected must
lie in the approach to a harmony',
harmony, that is to a group of three notes,
1ie
a block which it was the function of classical music to establish,
myths, can now be used
and which like the components of Levi-strauss' rnyths,
as a support in another edifice.
To end with, let us take another look at the Greek world of
pythagoras and the idea of polarity. As G.E.R. Lloyd has pointed out
in his book on the subject, the pythagorean list of ten pairs of
opposites bears a considerable resemblance to the pairs of opposites
found among many primitive societies today. He cites, for instance
instwlce
Van de Kroef on the Arriboyna and Needham an the Meru. Both these
tri
bes have sets of oppositos
opposi tos "Ihich
tribes
which contain the pythagorean pairs,
LIoyd also remarks that it is interesting
l,eft/Right and Male/Female. Lloyd
that members of these societies often describe their own social
organisation in terms of a simple dualist structure even when the
reality is in fact more complex. . Binarism is the simplest way of
coding discreteness. But in the presocratic philosophers we encounter
for the first time something that goes beyond it. Instead of using
myths to mediate between two poles, as l,evi-strauss
Levi-strauss argues the south
American
Nuerican Indians do, and as it could be argued Homer and Hesiod do,
the presocratics began abstracting the mediating elements from their
\v-hen Thales maintained that everything was water, he was
myths. \,!hen
. making, or at any rate representing for us, a breakthrough of immense
\o,Jater, remember,
elements
significance. water,
remerrilier, is one of the mediating elonents
Levi-strauss abstracts from the Bororo 'Birdnesting' myths. If the
sor:J.ehow be regarded as what is corilllon
comnon to the
mediating element can somehow
statement that Thales regarded water as
two poles, then Aristotle's statenent
m.aterial principle soUnds like an abstraction of that which every
everythe material
Heracli tus declared:
thing .'~ .. l:l.aterial
material has in common. Again, when Heraclitus
"This world was not created by either god or man, but has always been
"(kosmo~ tondePute
tondeoute tis theon
and is and will be an everliving fire," "(kosmo~
oute anthropon epoiesan, all' en aei kai esti kai estai pur aeizoon)
we cannot help but remember that fire was 'the mediating element
abstracted by Levi-strauss fron·the Ge myths explaining its origin.
We should also note that the Greek word kosmos did not come to be
used like our English 'cosmos' untillong after Heraclitus wrote. To
usod
him it meant 'world-order' with the emphasis on ordering. It is
Levi-Strauss, and that he,
almost as if Heraclitus had anticipated LeVi-Strauss,
Wab"ller, was the first structuralist. But
not the ulusician Richard Wab'11er,
in fact the crisis in thought which produced the self-consciousness
mytholog~ had not yet cone
come
we are heirs to in our attitude towards mytholog~
...
:th91lg1LHE;lraQlitJJ.JLLlay~haye_~helILed._1l:cec-.ipitate ..it.
__~I:t..\ias._
...'' .. 91::tQyt,
a,llQYt, .. eYEln
E.)}l~n ... :thQllg1LHStrg,QlitJJ.JLLlay~haYe_~helILed..~1l:CELc-.ipitate
it.._~~I:t..\ias._
parnenides
parmenides who crystallised the probler,l pure and simple for all future
generations of western thinkers. He is perhaps more approachable in
this context through the paradoxes of his disciple Zeno. Zeno set
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out to demonstrates the difficulties inherent in discreteness. If
there is actual discreteness in time and space, then Achilles never
catches the .tortoise.
.tortoiee. This does not attempt to prove that it is
impQssib1.e
impQssib:1-e for Achilles to catchthe.tortoise, as some have suggested,
but rather that to think in terms of
o+' discrete entities is in some
som.e way
wa:y
fostering illusion. ZenQ was working from the basis of parmenides
doctrine that everything is o~e and continuous
continuous·(hen
(hen suneohen). It has
been thought that the parmenidean Way of Truth, his claim that there
can only be 'what is' (to.eon),.a.sing~e,
horuogeneous,urichanging
(to.eon),.a.sing~e, homogeneous,
unchanging
sphere of being, is a primitive attempt at a logicaL world, an archaic
Tractatus, or at any rate a philosophy
philosophyof
of mind rather than of matter,
and that his Way of Sesllling
f'undamontal·opposition of Day
Seeming with its fundamontalopposition
and Night is inserted by way
way of cond;escensi(;m to the material world
oftq.e
thie as illusory.· Nothing in
oft:p.e senses, even though he. regarded this
rilY
~ o:(Jinion
o~inion could be further from the truth.· Forparmenides, the
binary world of opposites is derived from the w~ our perceptions
order reality. In our actual experience; howevsr, nothing conforms
to the ideal types of polarities. The real material world is not
sensed as composea. of opposites, iitt is only ordered in this way, the
pythagorean way, by our reflection upon what tho·
tho·senses
senses give us. But
the ordering of the world into discrete parts produces' what' I,ovi
I,ovistrauss in his analysis of tho
related mythsoalls
the Bororo and re~ated
'Nogetivi!jJed
'Negetivi~ed Being', and what parmenidas some two and a half thousand
years before him called (to
oon) of which the formeria as g00d
(tc! me eon)
a tran.slation es·
any. parmenides said, quite· rightly, that there is
esany.
no such thing as this 'Negativised Being', that the spaoearound
entities· posited to maintain their torminological discreteness is an
illusion fostered by terminology:
"For th.eyrnade
rnin.ds to name two forms' of which
th,eymade up their min.ds
tney ought not to have n~ned one - here is where
where, they have
erred - and judge~
judgs9. them to be opposite in body ahd'given
and'g1ven
them discrete signs. 11II (Illorphas
(morphas gar katethento duo gncl!;tas
gnci!;tas
onamazein, t~m mian ouohreon
ostin - en ho
ha peplanemenoi
peplanemenbi
ollohreon estin
eisin
entia d'ekrinanto
d' ekrinanto demas kai semat' etheritb··
aisin - t,
t'antia
choris ap' a11elon).
allelon).
.
By no. stretch of the imagination is parmenides describing how the
world appears, even to these heretics; he is describirlghow the world
is orderod by !hem.
l~ona8 'katethqnto',
'katethqnto" 'onomazein',
'onoruazein'.
~hem. Hence the use of '~ona8
'ek:r.inanto',
words· implying conScious struotural
'e~inanto', 'serJ.at'
'semat' ethento', all words
imposition. It seems to me
m.e that parmenides was a fully-fledged
structuralist, and I mean it in this. sense: he understood that
thought involved the use of codes, and was th~firstcritic
th~firstcritic of those
who mistook the code for what it oodified~
oodified~ His description of
reality may be full of fossils in which this mistake had been made,
rJ.ade,
but at least he was able to perce~ve
perce~ve that what codes for reality in
human culture
i t codes .for, and:Ls
and is always
oulture is always less than what it
changing. In this sense it is perfectly legitimate to call reality
saturated and unchanging. What the earlier Greek philosophers had
done (and what Aristotle was to do later) was to identify single
objects or materials, or small collections of these, with reality.
The p,ythagoreans on the other hand identified with it an abstract
,cen'il±'t'Y',~nl;1ffibell'Tccc~cc~Fa,pmeD,ic1es,~was=th~£iraL~oc~idan1i!jt~~lill~(
··en'il±~;)I',~nl;lffibel<'T···~···Fa,pmeD,j.c1es,~was~thek.£iraLt.o.~idan1i!jt~~lillL
..J to_co
to._.
~) 'what is' with itself, and thus restore validity to the myth
mythological and artistic ways of thought being encroached on by physical
scientists who refused to believe there was anything in Homer'S gods
and goddesses.
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I have discussed parmenides to what may seem 'irrelevant
irrelevant lenlirth
len8~h
because I think it not unreasonable to suggest that someone who had
just emerged from the mythical way of thought was as intuitively .,
a!'ter all
clued-up as to itfi
it~ nature as I,evi-strauss
Levi-strauss himself (with after
the whole history of western European thought to clear out of his
Levi~
path) and that parmenides in one way can enlighten us on why Levi~
strauss (as I hope to have shown) has made this puzzling musical '
misanalogy. if
If we let ourselves extrapolate along the lines suggested
by the analysis of parmenides, mediation surely becomes a reminde~
Being'' qur
of the reality for which we cannot code, the 'Negativised Being
terminolog~cal structure generates, and which is in fact just lik~
lik~
terminolog~cal
the rest of being. EVery metaphor, every harmony, every myth is ~n
·fact
fact a reminder that there is not a void between the two polariti~s,
polariti~sf
ar~merely two extremes of a continuum.
that they ar~merely
Levi-Strauss'
viewpoint,
discussion of discreteness and continuity implies a realist viewpo.int,
acknowledgement that human cultures cannot exactly know or
a Kantian aCknowledgement
express the reality they sense, yet that at the same time there must
exist a reality independent of our structures for us to impose our
consi~ts
structures upon. Thus it does not matter what the mediation consi~ts
cannot hope to be an accurate description of what actually
in, since it
it6annot
obtains. The mediator is that part of the code which stirs us to I
dOing so to approach
realise that the code is only a code, and in doing
reality more closelY,as a consequence. Hence the Hegelian synthes;is.
To }:).ypothesise,
~ypothesise, as I think Levi-Strauss wishes to, that music, lik~
,cooking. mediates between nature and culture is ambiguous. By nat¥re
nat\u'e
.cooking.
ajld
does he imply the reality
reality of nature or 'our view of that 'reality,
reality, ard
our culture or the code of culture
by culture does he mean our view of oUr
thj.s
itself? :By
BY rights he should be referring to the inner pair of th}s
BUt when he claims that the natural in the form of phy~io
phy~io
chiasmus. But
scal~
logical rhythm and the cultural in the 'form of the arbitrary scal~
AS I hav~
are both parts of the musical code I become suspicious. As
aboY8, physiological rhythms are coded for in music, they fu'e
argued aboye,
not themselves the code. It is not' altogether clear that he wishbs
us to regard the Raw as a cultural view of. nature rather than natUre
itself; certainly his musical analogy casts doubt on his intentiqns.
Nevertheless, this is not on the most fundamental level a
criticism. After all the myth of mythology, in its mythological role
as mediator, is not expected to be an infallible representation ,of
what is the case, but rather should serve as a reminder that dis.
creteness in human thought is reqUired
required to'think rationally at an,
oreteness
all,
that the contrary views this produces are the code and not what ',is
being coded for. we should not be too surpJ;'ised
surp~ised i
iff the mediator,
itself contains fossils of what it is mediating, just as the bri r
coleur's finished product, in 'The Savage Mind', is expected to
contain hints that its parts have hact
h~ and could have other functions.
'The Raw and the Cooked' contains implicit in it the ideas necesrary
neces~ary
to reotify
.
rectify the damage done by the musical ana19gy.
Mark Beeson
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of Solving the Highland Problem.

There is a sense of depression and fatalism about in the Highlands
and Islands of north-west Scotland. The rate of unemployment is high;
fqod and other essential goods are made more expensive than elsewhere by
the high cost of transport; all the nen seem to be old or alcoholic, or
both;
both j the Gaelic language is becoming extinct; and all the young men and
women are leaving for the bright lights, for the attractions of the
modern world. Asa
As a recent correspondent to the Stornoway Gazette wrote:
t~wentieth
'~wentieth

century circumstances have posed new problems
for the crofting
crafting people in place of congestion and land
hunger. Now sucked into the mainstream of Bri tish social.
and economic life, our fringe communities are gushing out
life-blood at an alarming rate. The young folk are going,
their credo inevitably equating 'getting on' with 'getting
out t (1).
out'

The Highlands are an area of decline.
decline, an area where everyone's thoughts
are of past glories and present gloom. There is said to be a Highland
problem, and no one has yet found the solution.
The most saddening thing about the Highlands is that the problem
has been there for so long. Daliel Defoe wrote at the beginning of the
elighteenth century, in a poem entitles "CaledcJl.in.:
"Caledcnin.: A Poem in Honour of
spotland: "
"Wake Scotland, from thy long Lethargick Dreaxu,
Dreaxn,
Seem What
what thou art , and be What
Wnat thou shalt seem;
Shake off ~Poverty,
~Poverty, the sloth will die, Success alone, can quicken Industry.
To ~ Improvement, and to Trade apply,
They'll plentifully repay thy Industry.
Industry."It
(Defoe 1707: 54 - 5).

It is a poem that could have been written by a member of the Highlands and
Islands Development Board (R.I.D.B.) more than 250 years later (2)0 The
Board was set up in 1965 to attempt to solve the Highland Problem, one
more in a long line of agencies which have tried to Improve the Highlands.
But, since the Problem has been with
important question
wi. th us for so long the inrportent
becomes not what can be done to stop and perhaps reverse the decline, but
why there is any social life left there at all
Surely the end of the
road must have been reached by now? the argument of this paper is that
it is only by consideration of this question that we can come to any
useful conclusion about the Highlands; that is, that there is no solution
to the Highland Problem.
PrOblem. What is so depressing about the Highlands and
Islands is that the problem as it is at present constituted permits no
solution : the road
raad is endless.
People now date the start of the decline at the cruShing of the clans
by Butcher Cumberland in 1745. The process of destruction of the old
wyas of life has been carried
ca.rried on ever since. Some accuse the English of
6
genocide
e;enocide (:El1.1is .19 9 :17)~, .mea~~
.mea.?:i:~ . ~~~ttl}(3~r§id:;C1').tipILQfthe~~!L.Highland~.
~~~ttl}(3~r§id:;C1').ti.PILQfthe~~!L.Highla.nd~. ~ ....
...
~·curture~iEr-a.s·ferrr6le-as~~he
~·curture~iEr-a.s·rerrf151e-as~~he
murder of the inhabitants themselV"eso The
English are explicitly compared with the mid-twentieth century Germans
(loc.
(lac. ci t). Francis Thompeon
Thompson sums
BUms up the prevailing attitude when he says:
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"All ethnic groups' which differ in outlook,
lifestyles, culture and language have had
pressures,of master races;
the "colonizing" pressures.of
and the Gaels were, and indeed are today, in
no way different from 'the Red Indians, the
Jew,:l, the Eskimoes, and the vanishing tribes
Jews,
of the Amazon river, all of whom face the
processes' of assimilation
prospect of extinction by processes
before another century is out" (Thompson 1974:62)
and has
The English are the coloriial power which has swamped the Highlands and.
destroyed their identity,. The Gaels are just one more subject race.
This is seen.then to be a process of wulturation, of social change,
of modernization,. perhaps of Westernizationo The Highlands have been the
scene of a cla~ih of t~ cultures; the dominant English and the noble, but
defeated, Highlanders.
Hi~llanders. The recent history of the Highlands is seen as the
steadily'increaBing erosion of old ways of life, and of the drawing of the
world.•.'
area into the wider social and econonrlc life of Britain and the world
Increasing commvnications l>Jhcther
whether through railways and roads or through
the .spread of the Engli_3h Im1guage, have forced the Highlanders to adopt
tradi tibnal life left,
ne;~ 'Nays.
Thc1'e are sti.ll a few elements of the traditional
disappearing •.
but they are fast disappearing•.
picture of traditional life has been painted by Eric Cregeen
The pictnre
Highland, society
in the following words.
Traditional Highland.
,' •••.
., ••. possessed tht;
th0 characteristics of l!l1lny
many more c.loc1ern
peo-,::les. It is a scci~:ty
scci~:~;y t'COlAed
t'aAed on
'pdr;;itivo' peo-,:;les.
i:,- wh:L:b.
whi.:::b. status is fixed ''oy in~LGri
in~,eri tance,
k:iunlup, i:,
a.nd authority g,)C;s by descent. Knowledge and skills
rn':\mpl<,> and wrd of mouth and are
aI'e handed on by rn':\mpl('>
O·,T8:r.'I~uch questioning so that custom
not exposed to' O·,T8:r.'I~uch
life.•.'Religion
controls mU;Jt of life
Religion is compatible with
\-[i tchcraft.
magic and wlth a widespread belief in \·ri
The econOmy is largely a subsistence one, with only
Theeconbmy
a modest degree of specialisation and murkets are
narrow. Central government isweak,and law and
freT)·ently di :;;tm:bed by 1"""';(,;1'1''..ll
p,"",;eTful ma.gnates
ora.er are freT),ently
and tribal chiefs". (Cregeen 1971:150-1).
e8n~os of ee'J'J..y
thropology~, 0t'
The e8n006
eC'J'}Y evolutionary an thropolog:~{~,
0~f for. example Haine,
cl.Jar. No· 8'l.J
0.Cr.co
jU.3~~ify this picture, howevero
are cl,Jar.
8'/.J.... ocr.
c0 is ever produced to ju.s~~ify
pe0plese~~~1 ~1.uLl~e
~1.'.].i·l~e ready to .admit
'admit that th'.)r8
th '.)).'8 is
In fact peoplese~~~l
i.s very little eviq.ence
.(,1'1 c,t
c.t life before the Fall. PDJtedsor
to support till s v: i.r,1'j
P~"Jtedsor Smout, in a
.
acclaimec.r,tl.'lpj:'Y of Scotland, 'admitted that ·there
,there were only twq
widely acclaimedrtl.'lpK'Y
extant reports of J.i:!:"
U:!:" hefore 1745 - those of Burt and lVIartin (Smout 1969:332
- yet he goes on to conclude that:
.'

'~he

Highlands were tribal in the exact sense that
nineteenth century Africa was tribal ••••• At the
High1c'lnd Clanship lay the myth that all in
root of Highlc'lnd
a given clan were descended from a common ancestor
.Ei.o~e ..incJ~d~plx.
incJ~d~plx. .m
.mii stY"RQl'iQ<t~.Lj;.he~.tlas"t'.~~'~~E~
sty-ru;l'iQ<t.Q.Lj;.Ue~.tlas-tt.~~'~~E~
1,ol110 .... had L.in
in ~Ei.o~e
founded the tribe" (l.bid:
Cl.bid: 334).

He says this on the basis of tw reports. He recognises that Burt spoke
•••••
•• "•• in words that might have come from a Victorian explorer of darkest'
Africa (col. cit.) but fails to ask why this was, and what effect this

rn:~g;ht hetV-O
hetv-o had. on Burt's
Bu:rt' s
rn'l-ght

reports. Highland history, its sonial and
economic life, are continually being rewritten so
60 that the traditional
exist.appears
way of life that used to exist
appears to be disappearing. It does not
it· is being rewritten
rewritten.onflimsy
matter, perhaps, that it'
,on flimsy evidence, since
this makes the rewriting easier to see. The view of the Highlands is
clear, though. It is of a traditional culture that is being attacked,
undermin.ed by modernizing influences.
and undermined
Some "traditions" are being eaten away and replaced by "modern"
~ chrom, the one-tyned foot plough of the Highlander,
practices. The £§!E.
has disappeared. This tradition has definitely gone. But the category
of tradition itself remains, and in fact, the disappearance of the cas
this--chrom is seen as evidence of decline now. Once an object like this--
has disappeared it becomes part of tradition, part of what was. But what
is disturbing is that it stays and :lS
:LS used as an argument for-decline
now; in-this sense it is part of what is. The cas chrom still exists.
crofting
At Kilmuir, in the north of Skye, there is a museum deVOted to crafting
}J[use.um', It is a taigh ~ (4) With a
life. It is called a 'Folk }J[useum',
thatched shed containing an old four-shaft loom next to it. Inside
there are two main rooms separated by a boxed-in bedroom. On the walls
there are claymores andadecayed set of bagpipes. The curator told me
working croft until twenty years ago.
that the building was still a vrorking
Were they really using claymores in the fifties? The problem is that
everything has become conflated, the whole of the Highland past is added
together and becomes traditional.
This past is used to justify the present. The current decline,
apa~hy, are justified by the past glories.
the depression and the apa~hy,
Once
surroundingp.
there WaS a system of life which was perfectly adapted to its surroundings.
"While Hebrideans were dependent on their environment for their whole
subsistence a very beautiful ecological adaptation to circumstances took
•• 0"" (Darling 1968: 35). However, this 'tteautiful ecological
place •••
Clearances, and by the
adaptation" has been attacked by the sheep of the Clearanoes,
Burn ving
deer of the sporting lairds, and so nOl,/1 we have the "sick but surviving
Gaeldoml1l1 (Darling 1955: 281). The Highlands are
culture of Highland Gaeldom
seen to be declining; this decline is relative to the Traditional Past.
This "sick but surviving culture" represents the remnants of the past,
and it is this that constitutes the Highland Problem.
The problem facing those who try to solve the Highland Problem,
such as the H.I.D.B., is that if there is a clash of two cultures in the
Highlands, on which side should they intervene? Collier, in a book
entitled 'The Crofting Problem, said:
"Des:9i te our store of information about the Highlander,
"Des:pi
there has not been sufficient recognition of the basic
issue: to what extent can or ought the Highlands
maintain their distinctive qualities of social organisation
and outlook in an age of easier intercourse, universal
in.terpenetration?" (Collier 1953: 10).
education and economic in,terpenetration?"
The Tradi tional

The traditional and the modern can be seen as two categories that
are in constant competition. Individual elements may change but the
categories remain. The crofting system, for example, was once a modern
influence, but it is now part of the traditional way of life that must
be preserved (see Hunter 1976). Folklore is one of the standard elements
c~l;'ealw.aycs~==-~
of a tradition, and the contents of the category'folklQ,re' c~J;'ealw.aycs~==-~,
o~dec~ininga~ReoopJ.e=s,pe~o~'lihe~~fo~J:kl~tJlat~
o~dec~ininga~ReoopJ.e=s,]>e~o~'lih-e~~fo~J:kl~-e-nat~
m,ist be collected before it
disappears. It does not matter What
mat the facts are, What
what empirical
evidence is presented, it is as if 'folklore' were just an empty space.
Any fact could be fed into i t with the result that it would be thought
to be in decline. The idea that Gaelic folklore has only recently started
to decline, and that somehow, only a few years ago, everyone sang, danced
and told stories is a falsehood, since folklore has always been dis
dis~~rtin Martin, a gentleman of Skye,
Sltye, for example, wrote in 1703:
appearing. tJIartin

'There are several instances of heathenism
and pagan superstition among the inhabitants
of the islands related here; but I would
\'JOuld not
have the reader think those practices are
chargeable upon the gene~ality
gene~ality of present
inhabitants, since only a few of the oldest
and most ignorant of the vulgar are guilty
of them" (1934:(5).
Folklore was disappearing even in th~ late seventeenth century when Mart~n
JllIartin
toured the Outer Isles.
A very clear example of the way in which the clash between traditional
and modern has bee,n
pibrocb:, the grand
been controlled is in the case of the pibroc~,
music of the bagpipes. There are something like three hundred tunes
within the canon of pibroch, and these are strictly limited.
limited, Very
occasionally new tunes are added, but these have to come up to very strict
standards, It is said that after the 1745 rebellion the bagpipes, the
national:instrument
national instrument of'
of the Highlands, were banned. The only way, therefore,
of remembering the old tunes was by a very strict control, under which no
variati,ons
variati.ons could be allowed, Thus we have the form of the present day
pibroch, of agl~und
agl~und with a series of increasingly complex variations.
There are other sorts of pipe music, but pride of
place is reserved
for the'pibrqch.
the·pibrqch. This is the hlilight
h~ight of the art, and the music which
outsiders find so hard to appreciate
These tunes muet be played with
no variation from the traditional way. The justification for this strict,
unalterable structure is based upon the eighteenth century turmoil in
the Highlands, Only by strict adherence to the traditional method could
the national music ,of the Highlands be preserved. Within
Wi thin the canon of
modern,. There are changes of style-complication
pibroch there can be no modern"
for. its own sake is not so admired now as it once was - but p~broch
for,
pibroch it
itself remaine inviolable, stuck in the eighteenth century. It might be
possible to play jazz on the bagpipes, but that could never, never, be
pibroch.
The bagpipe-playing, kilt-wearing Scot is part of the traditional
image of the H:i.ghlands" One of the major figures in the establishing
of this myth was undoubtedly Sir Walter
WaIter Scott:
"Scotland will never be able to repay her debt to Sir
Walter Scott for his revelation of that glorious
WaIter
region of beauty known as the Trossachso
Trossachs. He not only
b~auty of the landscape but he has peopled
revealed the b~auty
the district with personalities Whose names and deeds
will be remembered as long as these scenes remain."(Anon
remain. "(Anon 1931).
Trossachs.Before
It was Scott who revealed tbe Trossachs.
Before Scott the scenery did
not exist. This particular guide represents the decay of nineteenth
century romanticism to the sickly sweet, yet patronisingly arrogant view
of the Highlands on the frontispiece: a picture of two military pipers
bordering a pride of Highland terriers, white, furry,and
furry, ,and appealing,
bounding over the mountainside to welcome the reader to "Scotland:
Romantic~'
Picturesque and Romantic~'
m _•• _".m..

_.~._m

The idea that at one time the kilt and the bagpipe were part of the
..
J.S Blackie was a professor of Greek at
their use in Highland education" J.S.
be.camefascinated by the Highlands, with their·
Glasgow university who bc.cumefascinated
traditions,
tradi
tions, A man Who might well have been regarded elsewhere asa~
as an:eccentric; Who thought that Greek had Celtic origins, he was a mAjor
eccentric,
.late nineteenth century debate on the Highlanders and their
figure in the ,late
problems. His concern for the true past, for the traditional glories,
led him to recommend that in Highland schools:

_
~.._
c . ._~~e;v:e1k.y;da.y;·
li.£e.Aj;'~~t~~J;L;i.eUanG1~~-a.J..s~1ea~P.P€l~ess0~B3::8:e~:i:Er"'to~reeommerj:d:~"~'~~C~"
_m
_ _ ___
__
~~e;v:e~y;da.y;-lj.£e.Aj;'~~the~J;L;i.eUanc;l~~-a.J..s~1eQ~P.P€l4!ess0~B3::8:e~:i:Er"'to~reeomm:e!'):d:~'~'~~c~-
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subjects will be treated with a
national preference - sections of history in
which the Gael had performed the principal
part will'be discussed in fuller detail.
Highland songs will be sung in every class,
and the most sublime passages of Ossan,along
with the beautiful descriptions of scenery in
Duncan Ban and Ali ster HacDonald' wi 11 be -reited
-rei ted
Md, perhaps acted in character on show days.
(5) and,
Shinty, of course, and every characteristically
Highland sport, will be cultivated on holidays.
The picturesque, the patriotic, and healthy
Highland garb will be worn by all the scholars
.' ""••
•• Wi
th or without the Gaelic language he
With
will grow up a. Highlander, as he was born, and
present to" the world, undisguised and tinperv
tinperverted, one of the finest types of manhood that
history knows" (Blackie 1877:388).

I~ighland

Blackie thus wished to change the Highlands, to Improve ther.L His
solution to the Highland Problem was to get back to the traditional
way of life. This is a common view. The Highlands and Islands of
Scotland, iitt is often said, have
been, and still are, bedevilled by
havebeen,and
Improvers; those who look at the Highland way of life and determine that
it is inadequate. There are those who say that the Highlands must be
modernised as soon as possihle,
possible, but the,
the people who complain most are
those who follow in the path of Scott and Blackie. They say that the
way of life in the Highlands is not what it once was; that it has
deteriorated from a once fine and noble state of society to the present
state of apathy. It is said that only a century ago the townships were
self-sufficient (Gibson 1946
:265). Yet one only has to remember the
1946:265).
agitation of the 1880's, or the famines of the late 1840's to realise
that people have for a long time been complaining in the saoo
saQe way.
Wordsworth's arrival at the island of Iona.
appearance
Iona was spoilt by the appearanco
of beggars, Who marred his view of the Traditions.
sad a welcomel To each voyager
Some ragged child holds up for sale a store
Of wave-wo:r;-n pebbles, pleading on the shore
Where once came monk and nun with gentle stir,
Blessings to give, news ask, or suit prefer.

'~ow
'~ow

(Wordsworth
'Iona (Upon Landing). 1947:42).
(Wordswrth 'lana
This is the approach of those who would
'Would set up a kind of human zoo,
ts would speak Gaelic, live in black houses, eat
where the inhabi tan
tants
potatoes, salted herrings and porrage, and where the tourist and the social
scientist could go to study the,n~tive
then~tive with his 'simple' and 'ancient'
way of life. It is Sad
sad to see people in an apparent state of alcoholic
apathy, but it 'remains necessary to ask why the Highlanders are seen in
this way. The traditions of the past are a ftmdamental feature. Thus
when Calum }llacLean
was a hard struggle, but the
}!lacLean says that "Life at times
tirneswas
stra
ths and _glens did breed _a§~c.k,-~G-e~~;pe-~el'l;~renis:l:-r-~~~
straths
_a§~c.k,-~G-e~IllQc;pe-~el'l;~rel:is:l:-r-~~~
~-~~=
endowed both mentally and physically than the football fans and cinema
devotees of our day" (1959: 17). It must be realised that he too is a
potential Improver, someone who stands outside the Highlands and Islands
and judges them to be below standard. With a claymore in his hand the
bottle throwing
throwing footba.ll
football hooligan is transformed into a noble savage.
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The Highlands.
I have talked so far of the Highlands, or of the inhabitants of the
Highlands without defining exactly what I meant by these teras. This
is clearl~
'Highclearl~ not a simple geographical category: such ideas as the 'High
land Line' are of little value since they fail to distinguish between
tTrue
'True Highlanders" and those that merely live north of this line. When
William Ross, then Secretary of State for Scotland, was announcing the
tllillial!!.
formation of the H.I.D .B. in 1965, he talked of the Highlander as "the
~n on Scotland's conscience".
In order to explain wha.t
what he meant it is
necessary to relate the idea of the Highlander to the traditional.
If we read CalUIll
CalUIl1 f.'!a.cLean's'The Highland,ers' we find that the book
a succession of meetings with old men and wocen who were the
last remaining people in that area to speak Gaelic, but who were, above
all else, repositories of tra'"tion. They could remember the folk tales
and the songs, the reas:ms
reas:»ns for the names gi van to all the local landmarks,
their grandfathers had been alive at the time of the falJline,
famine, and S)
60 on.
The true Highlander ia
is part of tradition, and as such is disappearing too.
This definition of the Highlander has practical results in the field
of development policy. If the true Highlander is a rural, traditional
beast then there is no way in which a development policy can include,
for example, the possibility of urbanisation. The H.LD.B.
H.I.D.B. implici
implicit~y
tj.y
recognised this when they argued that crofting, whilst inefficient,
should be maintained since it was part of the traditionaJ.
traditional way of life ••
Francis Thompeon
Thompson has talked of the 'Resurrection of a Culture' (1971)
meaning the creation of a ¥.ighland society based upon the past. In
another article, entitled 'The Optimum Highland Society' he points
out quite rightly that the policy of the HoIoD.B.
HoI.D.B. will lead to urban
urbanisation, and that the idea of the urbanised Highlander is a contradiction.
Therefore the policies of the H.I.DoB. will lead to the death of Highland
culture. Drawing on Plato, Owen and Fourier he says that the Optimum
Highland society would
w:>uld be based upon units of no more than 5000 people.
Anything larger than this would result in the death of Highland culture.
c~es
c~es

One of the failures of the H.I.D.B.
H.LD.B. has lain in the inability to see,
or refusal to admit, that a mere statistical increase in population is an
insufficient solution to the Highland Problem. On the one hand they
claLn
claim that their results will be judged by their ability to hold population
in the true crofting areas; that is, to maintain the traditiqnal
tradi tiqnal way of
life. On the other, they proclaim prOUdly
proudly that the 1971 census showed an
increase in population for the first time for over a century. Yet this
increase is more than accounted for by the modernised,
nndernised, urbanised, indust
industrialised areas of Easter Ross, Inverness and Lochaber,
Lochaber. The "true-crofting
areas" are still decreasing in population.
One of the mst
most interesting things that is happening to the category
Highlander is its absorption
aboorption of the idea of the Lowlander, leaving only
opposition to the English, This is a movement that was apparent in 1822
when Sir Walter Scott, dressed in a kilt welcomed George IV to Edinburgh~
Edinburgh~
(The fact that Scott had a campbell great-grandmother is precisely the
point). It is apparent in the Prebbles that are in the pockets of every
neophyte natipnalist. John Prebble'
Prebble'ss wrk on the Clearances (1969) itself
argues that the exploiters were the ww1a.nders,
Lowlanders, or Highland lairds
corrupted by Lowland Scots influences. Now the Lowland Scots' exploit
exploitation of the Highlands is used as an argument for nationalism, through
othe~deV!icGe~1Tfla."1F£01'1eJ-Haellean~uses~when~hec~a~s~of'~"the~at<Ym~oomo~oCTfo~
othe~deV!icGe~1Tfla"1F£0P;];e~1'IIaellean~uses~when~hec~a~s~of'~"the~~t~m~oomo~o~fo
..~
Anglicised landlord capitalism, "when he means the clearances (1969:21 cry
emphasis).

Developm~nt_~~

Social Change.

The aim of those who attempt to solve the Highland Problem is to
cause some· oociaJ.
mciaJ. change. There is a problem which needs a oolution,
changea If Highland society is on
which will mean a degree of social changeu
the decline, it has to be shown exactly why it appears to be continuol;lS~
continuo~~
ll
change",, of"connict and
breaking dow. Some talk of allcontinui ty and change
change." The implication of this approach to change is that one day there
will be an end to the process. Against this view, I rcaintain that the
Highland wa:y of life is a category, just like folklore, which is always
declining. The interesting thing about the decline of the Highland way
to'"..king about it for so long. Folkloro
of life is tha.t people have '·een te'"..king
is, ot
at course, a perfect example of this since it isalways being collected
on the point of disappearance. If it were not just about to disappear
works just as well for economic
then it would not be folklore. But this W'Orks
~ife.
There have been several times when it seemed possible that things
might improve, whether through kelp, or fishing, or oil, but all the time
caI':ried on talking about the Highland Problem, about the
people have caI':i'ied
inevitable
inevi
table demise of Highland society. One an1d
<m1d turn the question round
and ask rather '!Why has Highland aociety lasted 00 long?" The point is
modern shift their boundaries
that the categories of traditional and 1IlOdern
but maintain their essential opposition.
The agricultural. systeCl provides an example. It is defined as part
of the traditional way of life. But the consequence of defining it in
this way is that it cannot be changed; and the problem therefore for
development agencies is that they are trying to change something which
(1962,1968),
is defined as unchanging. They can, like Gi11anders (1962,
1968), insist
harSh e~onomic
e~onomic laws, but then
that the only solution
solutiai:J. is the operation of harsh
these will destroy the whole oategory of crafting.
crofting. The debate on the 19%
Crofting Reform Act has been centred along these lines. The object of
the act is to allow crofters, traditionally tenants, to become ower
oweroccupiers. The debate has centred on whether or not the introduction of
market forces will destry crofting. There can be no true reform of the
category crofting, since any such reform either leaves crofting unscathed
or else destr~ye
destr~ye it.

Crofting is the traditional method of agriculture. The-H.I.D.B.
have stated that whilst crofting may be inefficient it must still be
maintained, since it is part of the Highland past that must be preserved.
Crafting
Crofting is a system of agriculture which involves
involVes the division of the
land around the township among the inhabitants. On this land is grown
hay, potatoes and perhaps oats or rye. Around the township is the common
grating, the llIOorland which is shared by all the crofters of the to'Wnahip.
to'Wnship.
Now, orafting
orofting "is onJ.y ea.id to have been in existenoe since the nineteenth
oentury, since the olearanoes.
olearances. Before that the system of agrioulture
was that of runrig (see Gray 1952), a system where land was redistributed
at intervals.
intervalS.
Yet, according to the Scottish National
National. DiGtionary crafting
crofting is first
reoorded in Scotland in the thirteenth century. It was not in tact until
the 1870's and 80' s (7), long after the Clearances that are supposed to
have created crafting,
crofting, that the inhabitants of the Highlands and Islands
became synonymous with the term 'Crofter'. 'l'he~
The~ term had existed beforej
r~ferr~d_tojhe land aJ:'.o.und.-th&~-~~~c~
aJ:'.ol.Ul.~th&~-~~~c~
it referred to a _tenan~,-_~h~'..Qrol~'- referr~d_to~he
... towshi~o'W
towshi~o'W crafting
crofting refers to the wole system of agriculture.. This
change in the meaning ot the word becomes apparent at the time of the ~d
iaw reform agitation of the 1880's,
1880' EI, when the problems of the Highlands
and Islands were to be solved
oolvod by sol'Ving
sol~ng the problems of
ot the crofters.
orofters.
The Crofters' Act of 1886 set up the Crofters' Coramission.
Commission. Suddenly
crofting had become the traditional method of agriculture that needed
support. The content of the category
oategory tradition had changed
ohanged but the meanitl«
meanitla

haa\~elIlained
the same,
,
'

ch~e in the, Highlands.
The atlthr012plogist
atJ:thr0J2plogist and social ch~e
anthl'GpoJ.ogi~8t has long been concerned with small graups~
graups~ 'and'
The anthropo~ogi~t
'an~
the need to record their;;"~
their'"~ of life before it disappeers. This is the
arre~logists who have studied the Highlands.
major concern of the arre~logists
Vallee wrote a 'Study of soclS.l
EIOctS.l change' (1954) and Parman wrote of
Change'(197~).
emphasis
,'Sociocultural
Sociocultural Change'
(197~) . The emphasi
s has been on sooial change and
traditional
the consequent breakdown and disappearance of tradi
tiona! ways of life.
,

'

••• attempts to e:x:pla.in the seemingly anomalous
Parman's thesis " •••attempts
survival of crofting and crofting communities"(1972:1}. Unexpectedly,
for her; values l;iTe not congrue,nt with those of the wider sooiety. She'
self-sufficieIJ.cy to, dependence upon the outside
ohronicles the change from self-sufficien.cy
ofboundedness derived from the work
world (ibid:185). She uses a concept ofboundednese
of Barth and argues that:
'
persists as a relatively
"the,crofting townshi.p pe:rs:ists
it,is
instrongly bounded system not because' it
is in
herently static, isolated, or resistant of
theconstra;i.,nts and
change, but beCause of theconstra;i,nts
incentives stemming from the largersooiety". (ibid:3).
Parman therefore distinguisheS! between the township and the outside
world, and between the self..,sufficientsystem and the current state of
dep~ndenoy. Her idea of 'change therefore
affairs. of a decline tnto dep~ndenoy.
taking the social life of Shawbost, a township in Lewis, and
involve$ taldng
separating it into two categories. The one that refers to the old Way
of life, and is restricted by boundaries imposed by the outsido wor!4;
and the other which involves connections
world and a
cormections with the outside l«lrld
a:
decline in self-sufficiency. These categories are therefore the traditional
and the modern.
modern" To talk of change, in this context, involves a division
of events which are happening at any one time into these
these two categories,
followed by the technique of saying that one set of events relates to the
past, and one relates to the future. Hence there is a perception of
change. This is no IOOre i!Ocia.l
i!Ocial change than. the decline an.d disappearance
of folklore.
Similar comments could be IlIade
ma.de of Vallee' sB 'WOrk on Barra, the south
southernmost of the Outer Hebrides. His thesis makes use of what he terms a
tldual-synchronic ll approach. This is the same technique that ParIl'.lall
"dual-synchronic"
Parman
uses, but in
less sophisticated guise. That is, the comparison is
made between two different d.scriptions of Hebridean social
s>cial structure,
differentiated by time. The first is no more than the mythologised,
romanticised past, and the second is the introduction of new elements.
The result is a pioture of decline. In his article on buria~
buria.~ and mourning
customs, Vallee again chronicles the recent absorption of Barra into the
wider soeiety.
Meiety. He says:

a

''Many of the traditional cultural practices.
extant less than a generation ago, have
disappeared or are only I'arely
rarely observed, It
is in the prevalence of the Gaelic language
and in the persistence of certain ritual
observances that the Barra of today resembles
"""t Closely the community of' old. Cir""tl'ie
CJr"1;}'ie
ritual practices, none contains more trad
traditional elements than those associated with
death tmd mourning" (ibid:121).
.
Vallee is
ia studying burial and mournifAS oustoms because they are more
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tradi tion0-, because they contain more tradi Honal
elements.
tiona! alemant
s. This is
doctrine!'that'
that' wassuppo;sedly'
no more than a doctrine of sUrvivals,a, doctrine
wasfnippo;sedly' .
discarded many years a.go.
ago.
~

..

. .!

.

The development of the HighlandS.,
It has: been said
before, ,but it 'b~ars
there .is:a ,
aaidbefore"but
'b~ars repeating, tha.t thereis:a
problem over the meaning of the wrd development •. HoW
IIow exactly can the
inhabit~ts
a~dec6?lolllic conditions?
inhabit~ts of th~: Highlat;l.ds
Highlat;l.df;! im;Pr9ve
imJ?f9ve their social a~dec6?lolJli.c
Thlsis
sWay. Because stich
sUch
Thlais a c8.ee
caee where an W1criticth, empiricism holds sway.
figures are ~a.silY measureable'; theGNJ?; Or the Natidnal Income,' or in . , .
..'' the case of 'the Highlands the pb'pulation, are con'sidered to be the. only
Iileasuresof
afa.lse aura'
tileasuresof progress. The 'useof these statis'tics
statis'ticB gives afa.lee
of accuracy to the debate. There is a too easysatisfacti'6n to be'
gained merely by .the shorthand
'r'his leads, too, to a
sh<;>rthand of measurement., '.I'his
variety of economic determinism througb.·
througI1· the idea: that since it is these
quantifiable factors which are the indices of
of 'growth or progress, then
any increase in industry which will lead to an increase inariy one of
these indices will,
eooiall>rogress
wil:!, cause an increase in .' growth', . and eooialprogress
will be made.' Thus kelp,' fishing and one E.T.lBpects,
oil,have all been
E.T.lspects, oil,ha:ve
seen as {;Q'V1oui-sof
f;Qvioursof the Highland way of life. h'e
\'I1e have the strange spect
spectacH~ of the social planners being vulgar Nar~ists..
acl'e
Nar~ists.. (Friedman 1974).
The problem is that the H.I.D.B.hqv~in
adeqUate way Speci'fied' .
H.I.D.B.hqv~in no adequate
what they 'are trying to improve, to develop; and \\hat they are 'doihgit
'doiilgit .
for. The Strath of Kildonan report, for exalnple,talks
example,talks of a ,desire to'
develop the area because of its historical backgrou,nd (The Clearances of
Sutherland). But there is 'no coherent idea of what i t is that is being
socially improved, and' despite' .the ..initial'
initial' talk 0:( improving soCial
conditions it soon becomes clea.r
clea.t' 'that aD. that is meantby'developmerit'
is projects 'with a: direct return on capital. (see 'Carter 1972).
19'72).
Another result of this economic detertl\iru,.sm
detertl\iro,.sm is that the initial
aim of iJ1lProving
improving .social conditions
conditicns is forgotten. There ,can b.e no social
,,philosophy
philosophy :for.
f'o~. the economic determinist, except that economic determinism
is itself a very rigid social philosophy. This leads to the result .that
social factors are onJ.y· coneidered in 00 far as they are a hinClrance to
economic development. And when we do g~t discussions or'social factors,
it is of distinctly limited
lindted scope.
.
.
I l:JEl.ve
have argued that there is something called the traditional
Highland way of life. The question facing a d~velopment agency is whether
or not this way of life is worth preserving~
preserving. Gillanders: (1962:275)
complain,~
highlaI+d
complain,~ that,"sentiment and emotion peBi.stently
peBistently bedevil high1aI+d
eco~omic ana~yais
ana~yai6 ft.
tI.

''

''rhe real hope for the highlander
highla.nder today-as
I see it - cannot be in tourism, but in the
simple courage to implement proved economic
principles~
principles~ The Highlander must oease to
regard himself as a member. ofa chosen· raGe
raG.e
to whomnormaJ,.,economic
whomnormaJ,. economic l8.ws.do
l8.ws do not a.pply
.•••
Nei;ther,' cultural nor spi:ritualdistinct.•••Nei;ther,'
spi:ritualdistinct
i v~n~ss
Wlless
v~n~ss can be maintained
roaintained mu,ch longer :wtless
~c~,.>~='c~~c~~~,.~c~~"=a=>8G"H'lele~l:la'fJ'.i:·e=t:~h:e-=-cro1Umun:t'ty
(ievised
(1968~: 148):~~~~c~~"~~E~~=C
c~"c~=;c~~c~~d'C~C~~"=a='8G"H'lele~l:la'S'i-e=t:~h:e-=-cro1UmuIItty
Is <levi
sean..
n•. (1968~:148):~~~~c~~"~=E~~=C
Therefore, "Without reorganisation on a big scale there can be no future
for a crofting
crafting economy in the Highlands" .. (1962:265).
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But Gillanders has clearly not perceived the fundamental problem,
for Thompson the idea of the urbanised High
Highand that is, that just as .for
lander is a contradiction, so too is the idea of a modernised tradition;
that is, crofting subject to "economic laws". This is the double bind
trad~
that the H.I.D.B. find themselves in. If they try to preserve the trad~
itionalway of life then they have to sacrifice economic development,
thelll to realise that even though
and vice versa. It was this that led thelU
croftrng
crof~ would lead to further. depopulation, they had no option but to
support it.
The problem is that there can be no middle way. The
categories traditional and modern do not mix, and they continually, shift,
0 f ac
ti vi ty ~ The problem facing
fac ing the Highlands
taking over new areas of
activity~
someand Islands Development Board is that they are trying to change some
thing which is previously defined as unchanging. As long as the categories
traditional
tradi
tional and modern are opposed there can be no solution to the
Highland Problem,
Problem.

Conclusion.
The Highlands and
and. Islands are said to be going through a period of
soci!'l-l
who have studied
soci~l change. I have argued that the anthropologists Who
the area have made this same
Eiame assumption. They have taken Highland culture
and separated it
i t into two elements:
elements : the traditional and the modern. The
traditional is the idealised past, the myth that was rewritten history so
as to give the appearance of decline in the presenL The categories
traditional and modern are opposed although the content of these categories
Th~s the'
the'social
may change. Thllls
social change' appears paradoxically to be static.
Crofting has become part of the traditional way, and the kelp industry,
the fishing :industry, and the oil industry will soon be forgotten, just
as the kelp, the railways, the hydroelectric schemes have all passed by.
As soon as an agency tries to engage in development it gets drawn into
this discourse, and thus confronts an insoluble problem.

Ed.
Bd. Condry.

Notes.

1.

Review of Hunter (1976) by 'The Quiet Crofter".

2.

Interestingly enough Defoe too was a government agent. He was sent
up north as a government spy at the time of the Union. (see DNB).

3.

See e.g. Whitaker (1959).

4.

The' "traditional" black house of the Highlands and Islands with thick
stone walls, and a low thatched roof.

20.11.76.

Stornoway Gazette&
Ga.zette-a

~Ec.~§i·.~~~A~w&Pcl~teha,\}~i~s~nocrill~ttre=OED·1~1JlIt:··~SIiFe·sumaory"rela-te"cC"Eto"C""rei"ter',
~Ec.~§i·.~~~A~W&Pcl~~ha,\}~i~s~no·~ill~ttre=OED·1~lJIIt;··~SIiFe·suma.ory·reIa-te·cr·~to"c·Tirei·ter" ,

to repeat.

6.

Quoted in Storey (1974).

7.

Alexander MacKenzie, the influential editor of the Celtic ~~gazine,
~~gazine,
in an article which stirred up much debate, wrote of the "crofting
or lotting system" (1877:449 my emphasis).
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Ritual
Ri
tual and Knowledge Among the Baktaman
Baktarnan of New Guinea
by Frederik Barth New Haven Yale University Press 1975

292pp

£9.10

Frederik Barth's monograph is of great importance because it
uses a theoretical approach derived from communications theory to
analyze the state of ritual and knowledge
lmowledge among a remote New Guinea
group.,
The significance of this book arises from the fact that,
due to the culturally unique forms of codification of ritual and
knowledge in New Guinea societies and Barth's theoretical conceptions
and use of communications theory, these states of knowledge cannot be
fully charted.
As an antidote to the static, conceptual s,ystems
S,Ystems approach of
structural functionalism, Barth uses communications theory to illu
illuminate the process through which social praxis (transaction)
determines the form of the replicated messages that make all cultures
ongoing systems of communications.
Through repetition, symbolic
s,ymbolic
codings emerge and are perpetuated, and the 'sacred ~bols'
~bols' of the
Baktaman are framed in analogue codes; which is really no mre than
Barth's way of saying that they are built on metaphors because he has
to find some kind of logical association to provide the conceptual
justification for treating them as 'sacred symbols'.
s,ymbols'.
Barth suffers
from
prinitives
forms
frou the popular preconception that all prim
tives have complex forns
of codified ritual and knowledge; the nalaise
oalaise of the professional
decoder investigating 'temple cults' that owe mre
oare to the high tradi
traditions of the Old Testanel t or Vedas than to their New Guinea social
Cor.rrJUnications theory can reveal the design features of
context.
Cor.rrlUnications
system it isolates
iSOlates - primed to uncover the codifications of
the systeo.
ritual and knowledge it can show that they are underdeveloped due to
the social praxis of secrecy and the lack of an exegetical tradition but its focus is set by the anthropologist who uses it.
Frederik Barth applies coraounications
communications theory to his Baktaman
As a
;1aterial to determne how ritual and knowledge are codified.
result he finds codes of ritual
ri tual and knowledge but these are nore
oore the
prel'uses"
result of his basic prel':U.ses"
His major precise is that: "Every culture is an ongoing systel:1
systeC1
of cOl:tr.1Unication and contains a corpus of replicated uessages'" 15) ~he
cODL~unication is that through
mechanism of a culture's systems of cODL~unication
interaction l:leSsages
messages are repeated and replicated.
Through this pro
process of repetition - replication these messages become routinized and
symbolic codings.
The degree of repetition-replication
develop into syubolic
repetition-replicationthen a social value and they are all obviously
routinization gives ther.l
enbedded in social praxis.
Barth writes:

*

Thanks to the Canada Council (W75-2884) and the Canadian I.D.R.C.
(C.F.3-F-75-6010-07) for supporting ny fifteen months fieldwork
aI.llOng the Or.uitura of the Eastern Highlands of Papua New Guinea,
a11lOng
to Edwin Ardener, and to Jessica Mayer, t~ co-fieldworker, for
reading and criticizing this paper.
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''Thus
'~hus only those nessages which are constantly
recreated will be tran~itted
tran~itted and persist as part
of the tra.di
tion; ieo only those netaphors and
tradition;
idions that catch on and are reused becoLle part of
the corpus of these codes" (229).
Barth's scheDa
schena r6aes heavily on cooouribations theory as in his
phases of interaction which consist of: (i) triggering, (ii)
conceptualization of response,(iii) construction of response,
(iv) the actua.l
actual Llessage
oessage output, (v) audience status (256-7).
His reason for studying the Baktaman, an isolated and
primitive 'tribe' of 183 persons, appears to have 'been based on
the assumption that, through studying a group of this kind, the
codification process of ritual and knowledge VwUuld
would surely become
discernible,
Allured by the Baktaman's 'temple cults', Barth
was committed right from the o~tset
o~tset to finding codes of ritual
and knowledge.
This ce0mrriitmcnt~
ce0mrriitmcnt~ hampered him by ensuring that
his theoretical schema based on transactionalist communications
theory compri sed a pyramidwi
pyramid wi th social praxis as the base and the
codes of ritual and knowledge as the tip.
Having the discovery
of the pyramid as a fieldwork
fieldVwUrk blueprint, there was no way that
Barth could question the concepts of ritual and knowledge and
their applicability to the Baktaman.
He could only define
Baktaman codifications of ritual and knowledge as being the apex
of thi s pyramid built on social praxis.
The interconnection was
theoretically predetermined - the Baktarnan had to have codifications
of ritual and knowledge and consequently the pyramid could never
change its shape.
His division of the book into four major
sections: (i) eontext of experience, (2) rites of initiation,
(3) idiom clusters and social praxis, (4) analysis of interconnec
interconnection and interdependence, testifies to this.
The Baktaman
The Baktaman are a g~p (dialect?) of 183 people living in a
mountain rainforest somewhere below Telefomin in the Western District
of Papua New Guinea.
They are numbered as being part of 1,000
The Baktaman
Faiwol speakers and have patrilineal exogamous clans.
Barth'S transactionalist-communications theory approach to them
and Barth's
may best be introduced with the following quote:
''rhe total corpus of Baktaman knowledge is stored in
''!Ihe

183 Baktaman minds, aided only by a modest assemblage
of cryptic, concrete symbols (the meaning of which
depends on the associations built up around theCl
them in
the consciousness of a few seniors) and by limited
suspicious communication with members of a few surr
surrounding C01';1r;lUni
ties,
communities,
I have argued that such a
corpus will only persist to the extent that its
parts are frequently recreated as messages Dnd
I:md there
theretrans,Ji ttedc
by trans:Ji
The im;lediate
im[lediate deteminant of the
nessages may be described as social
occurrence of such uessages
Llutual feedback between thought and
praxis.
The LlUtual
action, culture and society rJay thus be best approached
c~~~~through~sod:-ai.~orgW1rsn-ttOTI"·~(~'7)
• c~~~~through~sod:-a'l~organrsnttoTI"'~(~'7)
Social organisation creates and conditions the sectors of
knowledge or coding found in Baktauan
Baktaf.1an society resulting in what
He writes:
Barth calls "creative and. stagnant sectors of knowledge".
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"Briefly II will argue that the dynanisr.l of n sector of
knowledge depends both
both' (i) on the potential of the
najor codifications; i.e. the fertility and capacity
for precision and developllent of the syobolic apparatus
by which it is handled, and(ii)
and (ii) on the praxis, Le.
the social organisation of statuses and tnSKs
thnt
tasks that
channel the conuunications"
cOLmunications" (239).
Writing
Bnrth argues that
Wri ting in reaction to structural functionalisn,
functionalisa, Barth
there is no single cO~lprehensi
Baktar:1O.n coding is built
cO~lprehens:ive code..
code"
Baktar:1Dn
around fletaphors and idior.ls, which, although they cannot be logi
logically deduced, are aJ.l
aJ.I interconnected in SOLle way.
This is
cO:~lbined
l.:leaning of a0.
co"lbined with his lJajor premise that the cunulati ve l:leaning
sYClbol
syobol can be deduced frou
fron its statistical or repeated incidence
in gi
van social cont·extso
Bqkto.wan
ri tuo.l and knowledge are a
given
contexts,
Bqktaoan ritual
result not only of social pro.xis,
praxis, especially the practice of
result·
secrecy, but are also 0.
a result of the fact that the Baktaoan
ri tual nnd
fo.ct that
tho. t the Bakbm.'Ul
Bo.k'com..'1Il .•
and knowledge are a result of the fact
ho.ve
o.bsence of any syste
systehave no logical a.l
al terno.ti
ternati ve to then.
''rhe absence
~:Ja.tic
then fron
frOr.l
L~tic o.lterno.tive
alternative to their. own way of life has absolved thea
the need to question features of their own custons and prenises,
ano. entails n very inconplete and
self-ir::lnge"(255L
ond unfocused self-il'::lD.ge"(255L
Baktanan social prnxis creates cer-min
certain L'lajor
L~jor disjunctions in
the flow of inforuo.tion
inforuation and BaktaLUill
BaktaLUffi ritual and knowledge reflect
this disjunction.
Barth sees these as
o.S being: (1) the segregation
segrego.tion
of J.:Ja.les
know~les o.nd
and fel:1ales
fel~les which IJD.kes
onkes thetl
then different spheres of know
ledge, (2) the segClento.tion
r:lD.le population into a snall
sna.ll
segnentation of the nole
nunber of residential collectives, and (3) " •••••
.•
partly congruent
pnrtly
wi th this, the fomal barriers of secrecy"(256)
secrecy II (256) "
P.

0

Ritunl nnd
'teuple cults' or
Or l:.1ale
l~le
and knowledge are onnifested
aanifested in 'tenple
initiations.
Only Dales participate directly in the fertility cults
but the benefits of cult activity extend to the entire population
and WOClen
o.ctivities to which
wonen play a certain
certnin supportive role in cult activities
Bo.rthpays
The BaktaJnan
Bakto.illal1. have
ho.ve seven degrees of
Barth pays no greo.t
great attention.
LJa.le
gro.de
Lnle initiation but these degrees do not constitute an age grade
systen - there is o.n
an indefinite period of tine between succession
to one degree frOG
frau another.·
another .. ' The tenple cults' serve' to ensure the
success of Baktanan food crops (especially taro),
taro) , hunting, and war
warfo.re.
Hale
loco.tions;
fare,
Male cult
cult o.ctivity
activity centres around the following locations;
the Kati
a::] , clo.n
nnd hunting, the Yolan,
Yolo.D, CO[1
CO[1Katia::J,
clan cult house for tnro
taro and
':lunal cult house for taro, and the Kaverar:!,.
Kaverarl,. r:1en' s house.
For every
occasion on which one of these 'ter1ples'
'teeples' is used, a 'sacrifice' nust
be ;:.1ade to the ancestors (191).,
Barth states
sto.tes that
tho.t the offering both
provides food. for "sacranental cor:J:Jensali
cor:clensali ty" and guarantees the
success of the taro crops.
Only cult leaders and SOGle other old nen
Den
crops..
know nll
nIl the secret initiation knowledge.·
knowledge ..
,?ecrecy
?ecrecy and Syubolic.CodiI!E
SynbolicCoding
BaktaLUffi knowledge is characterised by Barth as being shaped by
Baktauan
secrecy and a lack of exegesis which result frou BaktaL~n
Baktu'·.1an social
He writes:
praxis..
praxis.

fIow --c'-r-'=°ri1"e~:-~ I~~ ~o
.._-~cc_,,=,-_~oo~!!SQ~~tne"~~:&aoAi=~t'eaa~ns-~~"bh:~n~t"necx-~rr<rrr~r-~ ..~~.~l!So~the·,~:&aG;\r~l:'emai..ne~'bh:~n~t'rre~"I!<rrr:18.rn fIowo:r~'II1'Et~~
persons with different preuises
prenises will interact, confuse
each other, and thus, in part, increase rather than
resolve the puzzle of life for each other..
othero
The fOrce
of sacred SYI:lbolisn
syJ:lbolislJ. constructing a Bnktanan reality
arises froLl
fron secrecy rather than a logical coherence of
forn.
But secrecy entails a pattern of distribution
where mst actors are excluded fron knowledge.
This

____

~_ ~~-~--- --~,-
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exclusion affects the very processes whereby such reality
is socially constructed;
constrUcted; and so energe the characteristic
features of Baktanan tradition; at once poorly shared,
poorlysystcmati:sedand puzzling and groping in thought and
ir.lagery,
noving and rich"(265)
rich"(265).
iuagery, while yet creative, conplex, r.1oving
0

Baktanan social praxis deterrJines that secret inforuation is for
forbidden except in the context of sacred locations, that different
. sectors
of the population have different ways of decoding this
secto:tsof
infornation, and that there is no tru~hful
tru~hful ideal in Baktauan
Baktaf.1an
society.
Barth focuses on initiations because he believes they
societyo
are the "nost didactically powerful organisation" auong
aoong the
Baktanan(260) "
Coupled with the lack of exegesis, secrecy is the Clost
C'lost t:lajor
aspect of Social praxis which affects and deterrunes
deternines synbolic
syabolic coding.
'The force of sacred syIlbols
Baktar.1an reality
synbols in constructing a Baktar.~n
arises froEl
forn"(265).
froi:.1 secrecy rather than logical coherence of forn"(265)
Barth imfarlarises
Baktar.'lan have no exegesis- "the
Suf;JxJari ses the reasons the Baktar.lan
barriers to verbalisation" _. as being:
0

"a the explicit taboos and rule of secrecy surrounding
the sacred sY'-.1bols,
!lore diffuse wariness and
sy'-.1bols, bo
b. a :lore
reluctance to speak about and thus carelessly activate
occult forces, cc~~ a fear of sorcery reprisals fron
fro ,:1
rivals and persons cri ticized" (258-9)
Faced with the prol.:)lerJ
proQlen of describing the codification arising
out of Baktai:1all social praxis, Barth utilizes the distinction between
digi
tal arid analogue codes and comes to the conclusion that BaktaL~n
BaktaL'lan
digital
ritual is framed in analogue codes or independent netaphorsu
oetaphorsu Digital
likeclanguages
conputer prograDs
codes are like'
languages or COi:1puter
prograo.s in which transforr~tion~
transforrJationfl
and conceptualizations are arbitrary (207-8).
But in an analogue
code conceptualization and transforclEttion
transforl~tion are not arbitrary:
"Its l:leaning depends on an understanding of this
transfornation fron object to synbol and the
experience fron reality which it evokes when re
reversed.
Heaning
Meaning arises independently of any total
code and not from the syobol's
syubol's systenatic place
anong a licuted
liruted set of alternatives within such a
code" (208).
An analogue code does not allow for permutations to be performed on
each elenent in the saDe way.
CODounication in analogue codes is
CODuunication
always enbedded in a wider social contextu
context.
Baktaman ritual and
knowledge are cO''1nunicated
cO~r.1unicated through analogue codes.
"An analogue code !Just
nust consequently be understood
in the context of its praxis; the practice of
secrecy and the absence of exegesis are essential
features of this praxis ar.long
aL'long the Bakta;;m.n"
Bakta~;:Jan" (229).
Analogue codes use netaphors or idioDs
idior.1s to for:"l
for~ the association
sYL1bol and invoked concepLIn an analogue code ""00. the
between sY;-'lbol
sy;~lbolic
d.epends to a large·. extent on their
sY;~lbolic value of the eleIJ.ents
eleJ:J.ents depends
""000

of

:~f;~i~~~::;~::E:~~~~;~;;~~ii!n:~::~~::i~~ !~: Of~-·ll
'-':~f;~i~~~::;~::E:~~~~2:~~~~~~:i~~~~::i;::::

._>

proble:'l of the :::letaphor's
:::J.etaphor's place in between the two logical domains
i t links by arguing that the metaphor belongs to the realm it illu
illu,:rlnates rather than the realra froi:.l
frocl which it originateso
originates.
"It follows
frOG
fron this that the dOl~in
dOl:lain of thought or experience which is being
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explicated by neta,phor
illmrinate,
oetqphor is that which netaphor is used to illm~nate,
not that fror:l.
fron which the ic1ior:J.S or netaphors are Jatched ll (210). Barth
argues that the codes of Baktat:la.n
BaktaDan ritual and knowledge are analogue
codes because the symbols cannot be deductively derived although
they are cognitively connected and they cooprise separate discrete
ne
tapho rs (264 ).•
netaphors(264)

setout
Having set
out to discover how the Baktanan codify their ritual
and knowledge it is hardly surprising that Barth coraes to the con
conclusion that these sectors of knowledge are codified, albeit in the
disconnected m.etaphorical
metaphorical 'bridges' of analogue coding.
To justify
his conclusion Barth argues that the Baktaoan's
Baktar:1an' slack
lack of any conceptual
alternative ":lel';l.ns
~lel;l.ns that they cannot, or have no need to, characterise
the theme of their rituaL
The social purpose and significance of
the 'sacred sy:.lbols' is that: "Their relevance is overwhelningly to
agricultural growth and fertility and they encode this in the manner
of a ;:wstery
Given the ecological situation of the
;:1ystery cult 11 (236) ,
Bakta::lan, it is' not so surprising that: "The only theory of garden
gardening and growth which the.
BaktaGlan know is contained
c')ntained in these uetaphors
theBakta~~n
allegories"(238).
and allegories"(238)"
Barth opposes his theoretical approach - transactional conDuni~
connuni~
cations theory and anal,)gue
anal,Jgue codes - to structural functionalist
approaches which preSU::le
presuse the logical unity of conceptual systeDso
syste~~.
Fro!';].
Barth' s book, it becooes
Frou an arChaeological
archaeological investigation of Barth'S
apparent that he probably only jettisoned the notion that BaktaGnn
sY:'.1bolic
sOr.1eth.le after he COLl
COLlsy:'.lbolic coding could be logically deduced sOr.1.eth.le
pleted his fieldwork.
One clue is his argur.lent
arguLlent that the "central
paradox" of Bakta1~la.n
Bakta1~~n knowledge
knOWledge is the fact that for the Baktauan the
sky is pure and the earth is polluting, yet taro,'
taN,' their staple crop.
grows in the grounc.1(235L
This does not tally with his perceptive
ground(235).
coverage of BaktaLlan taboos as being contextual and ter1porary or
with his finding that, as in other New Guinea societies, the Baktauan
Baktaman
say that the spirits of the dead go to their own place geographically
rerrlDved
In New Guinea conceptual scheoas
schel~as
removed but still on the ground.
there is little division of the earth and sky into separate opposed
universes, as l;1issionaries
iussionari~s trying to explain the benefits of heaven
over hell know to their frustration.
presufled that
It can only be presuned
this central paradox was part of an earlier r~del
uoc1el which Barth super
superseded.
Barth presents another faulty analogy when discussiog the
!.1Ultiplici
,.1Ultiplici ty of cQnnotations of Baktatla.n
Baktat~n 'core syobols'.
He writes:
'~oreover,
'~oreover, the association seens
seeDS to pose an intellectual
problen to the actors so that they will atteopt
attempt to har"': '
donizethe
nonize
the disparate connotations of 'each sybbol
sy:'J.bol into a
Clore coherent chord" (263)"
'.:10re

Such an assertion can in no way be related to the production of con
contextual noise that l':lakes
':~1Usic' unique and belongs rJOre
r~akes New Guinea ':~lusic'
to universal theories of SY':lbolisi;l
SY':lbolisiJ. (Johnson 1975, Mayer 1975)"
Beating initiates with nettles and rUbbing
rubbing the:;l with pig grease,
fur as a sy:lbol of growth and fertility, 1tIhi
whi te as a synbol of taro
r.1ples of the idions that Barth finds in
exar1ples
and plenty, these are exa
Bakta::lan ri
tualo
Confronted with such metaphors and the Baktarnan
Baktaman
ritual.
~,eo~=~~no~"6Q~L~pr:axis~1J..f~g.@c~:r;~~y~al'l.'a~~1~k=of~ex~-s:rt~ls l.neviTa15Te··~~~C~"
~eo~=~~no~"6Q~L~pr:axi.s~1J..f~g.@c~]';l~~y~al'I..a~~1~k=of~ex~-s:rt~ls
l.neviTa15Te~~~~"

.

that Barth cones to the conclusion that Baktaman ritual knowledge is
a fertility cult articulated in analogue codes.
However one r.1USt
question to what degree his f':"ndings
cor.mi tnen t to a
f~ndings reflect a co~mitnent
general theory of s,rmbolisD
s,rnbolisD because,given the Baktanan social praxis
of secrecy and lack of exegesis, why should Baktaman ritual require
any ture
perform an act in a
clOre codification than that necessary to perforn
given context? Barth's approach explains why the Baktal:1c"m
Bru~taman do not
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have ritual codification like that of literate stratified societies
but it cannot explain the relative importance of different codified
coclified
acti vi ti es to the Baktauan
Bakta::lan because of the cOLloi
tr:lent to
or recurrent activities
co[~itnent
most 'didactically' inportant organi
organiinitiation cults as being the IThOst
zation in their society,
The Contextual Nature of Baktanan Society
de:lonstrate how Barth's
Barth' s transactional connuni
cocu:luni j
The only way to denonstrate
cations theory approach and his COLlLutoent to fin:::1ing ritual and
Bakta::1an affect his interpretation of his naterial
knowledge amng
alJong the Baktanan
[~terial
SOLle 'sectors of knowledge' in a slightly different
is to analyze sone
;~lannero
Janner.
Barth's approach is general and universalistic,
It can 'be
onapplied to any society where people interact, where culture is an on
co,Y]unication, and where c.lessages which are repeat 1dly
going systen of co,nunication,
COL'h'-1unicated
becot:le coilified
cou~unicated becone
co~ified and ritualized.
New Guinea societies,
d
on the other hand, eJ.anifest
Llanifest unique aspects of s-:)cial
s~cial organisation sm
~d
adaptation to their environr.1ents
environr~nts when cor:1pared
co[~ared to other majOr culture
specificities~
areas of the world.
~rld.
Barth has not focused on these specificities~
soue of which are: exchange and reciprocity (oost probably short
ter]':! reciproci ty judging by Barth's
Barth' s description), the exchange of
terr1
priLlary ccmnocli
food and degrees of cODDensali ty (food being the priL~ry
cOr.lL.1ocli ty of
exchange), sorcery and curing.
By concentrating on 1:".lale
)".lale initiation
cereDonies auong the Bakta~n
Bakta~n and trying to analogue-ize their codi
codicereQonies
fications, Barth L~y well have concentrated on the uerely decorative
(the New Guinea pidgin word is 'bilas') aspects of Baktauan society
rather than those of recurring central iL1portance
iL~ortance to then.

If ini tiations are the mst didactically powerful organization
aLlong the Bakt~lan,
Bakt~lan, surely it would stand to reason that the sane
sa~e
anong
situation would hold true for all the neighbouring villages that could
be classified as belonging to the Faiwol language group?
Barth
Aoowkwaofound out that all three tenple cults - Katiam, Yolao, and Anowkwan
were not indigenous to the Baktanan
BaktaQan but had, sonetiue
nenory,
sometine within memory,
originated in the 'West'(255).
This Deans that the forn of these
initiation cults, like so l~y other ,decorative aspects found in N~w
organiGuinea social systens, is a new fashion, although the social organi
Zation necessary to stage :.lale
:'.lale initiations is undoubtedly traditional.
traditionaL
zation
Bakatauan have neither the exact sane
saDe
The Faiwol groups adjoining the Bakatanan
tior
nu"lber of stages of nale initiations - th e Bakta118.n have seven - dor
nU"lber
fieldwere they necessarily in operation when Barth carried out his field
work.
Barth cites the case of the Augobnin who twenty years before
had four grades of ;18.le initiation until warfare killed off all their
ImOYlleagari>bJ.c senior 11en,
llen, leaving the1
the-l at the t1;:.1e
ti;:Je of fieldwork, with
ImoYrleagari''bJ.c
Auong the
only a truncated forn of first degree initiation (260).
Anong
Baktarlan and their neighbours, uale initiation cults and the knowledge
Baktar:J.an
Llpartec1 through the::'l are controlled by powerful senior Den and sj:lould
sp.ould
L1partec1
nay well be teroinated
terninated if no new leader
the cult leader die, his cult ;:ny
appears.
Taboos, like initiation knowledge, are contextual in that they
fic
are status speci fie.
The Bakta118.n use then to derJarcate particular
teuporary ritual states.
'few
social statuses and tenporary
Barth writes that few
For the BaktaL~n,
BaktaL~n, the
taboos are universal or perLlanent (162).
conceptual definition of a given taboo is synonynous with contextual
beca1,lse ~e_c,Qn~e.pt~anGk~cot1:I;~~:I;~Q~~tn~tab@@~~~
~e_c,Qn~apt~anGk~cot1:I;~t~Q.~t:n~tab@@~~~
defini tion
hon of the taboo beca\l.se
indissociable.
are indissoeiable.
0

BaktaLlan ritual coding as being
It is not useful to see all Baktaclan
fraIled in analogue c01es.
frar:led
cod-es.
EL.bleus of rank and the body decorations
syrabols of the
worn by initiates (type of feathers, pig's tusks) are syobols
same order as Dilitary
nilitary insignia - they are status specific privileges
denoting social position.
On page 158 Barth presents a chart of the
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particular body decorations that different initiation grades are
wearo
allowed to wear.
He writes:
e~~lbler.ls of rank and
"Finally the fact that public e~~lbler.ls
anc1
valued privileges (feathers, druns,
rJruL1S, pig slaughtering,
signifirst harvest, various delicacies) have ritual signi
ficance entails that the social tug-of-war whereby
interest groups seek to redistribute such goods is
codificaconstrained by, and in turn affects, ritual codifica
tion"(266) .•

contrary, that whatever ritual codification there is a::1ong
'The contrarY,
~1ong the
Bakta~1an is a result of this "social tug-of-war", is Clore probable.
probable
Bakta~1an
o

sY::lbolis~l in New Guinea societies is a very proble:.1atic
proble:.Jatic
Colour sY::lbolis~.l
subject
de,terr:line
ffi~bject due to the difficulties inherent in trying to detercune
\...hether the colourcolour - an aspect - of an object is given a greater
whether
significance than the object itself.
Is the red colour of the
pandanus fruit the reason it is eaten at ritual events or is the only
reason for its consunption that it is a choice food and all pendanus
problet:1in a Clost
Dost un
unfrui ts are
ore red anyway? Barth approaches this probleuin
BaktaLlan initia
ini tiasatisfacotry way, arguing that colour is codified in BaktaLJan
tions without taking into consideration that, given the nature of
cOrJrJand, the
BaktarJan society and the resources of colours at its cOL1rJand,
Baktaoo.n probably cannot d.istinguish between the efficacy of a colour
Baktanan
and the efficacy of the object in which or from which the colour
deri ves.
His approach to c1eteroining the codi fication of colours is
one of elenentary semantics whereby he looks at the colours of all the
objects used in initiations and on the basis of his interpretation of
the neanings of initiations ascribes neanings to the three colours
used - red, black and white (172).

idiofJ for patrilineal descent and the
The colour red is an iiion
ancestors ; it belongs with
wi th growth and increase (porkfat), ancestors
ancestors;
rJaleness (pandanus) (174-5).
mst easily
and lJaleness
Red ochre is the OPst
obtainable strong colour and the significance of painting sonething
L10re than colouring sonething
oonething with
with. a strong colour
red is probably no [nre
fell' :':1a.le
:':18.le soliclari
nnd seniority.
seniori tyo
The colour black is an idio'-l for
solicJ.ari ty and
Barth writes:
see:-.1 that black is !:'-1ade
HIn conclusion, it 'Wo uld see:.1
nade the
vehicle of a conceptualization of corporate solic1ari ty,
strength, and reliability expressed by nale groups in
their jOint
joint cult of the ancestors" (177)
0

The crucial factor which Barth does not take into consideration when
dealing with the significance of black is that the fires which are
Baktamn totally blacken
burned perpetually in the cult houses of the Baktanan
the roof and inside walls of the house and everything which is
tilJe (shields, bones and
stored in the house for long periods of tiue
other 'sacra').
The colour white is an idiorl for food, prosperity
and plenty, probably because taro is white and because all BaktaLLaU
ornaL1ents of wealth-shells, job's tears, even pig's tusks - are
ornanents
f:1Ore netaphysical approach Barth writes:
white.
Taking a fnore
"So white stands in its 'Clost abstracted sense for a
del'), vi ng from
ti darJ.
the ancestors; just as red syobolizes their effect
syi"ilbolizes their effect on
on descendants so white symbolizes
the world" (176).

~~o.~=~~~~~~~u. ~~u~~c~~~~~uco~t'ji'"C=±'orc:e~CYf~gr~V\ft1:1
~~-~~c~~~~~ueo~t'ji'"C=±'orc:e~u-f~groV\ftl:1 na;rftr-pro
naxrd--pro speri
~~O~=~~~~~~~U

deL10nstrate that given the differences in the
Barth sets out to denonstrate
wO,r:J.enand junior nale initiates as opposed to the
social positions of wO,nenand
ritual
senior men Who
who are the owners and codifiers
co di fie rs of
0 f ri
tual knowledge,
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there ;,lUSt be ·li fferences in each group's understanding of the
sy;]bolic
sy::lbolic "~.1eaning
-'~.1eaning s of the three colours..
For senior nen who are
the only individuals who 'know' all the sacred knowledge, red is an
idiorl
an inion
idior:1. for [18.le
idion for descent and the ancestors, black is an
\~le
solidi:tri
ic.liou·-for
for food, prosperity
pros-pc:dW
solidari ty and seniority, and white is an ic.liou
an,}
For woaen (Barth pays very llittle
i ttle attention tq
to
and plenty
plenty (172) ,.
the supportive role of wot:ten
WOllen in the staging of nale initiations), '
reJ.
rel is a sacred colour denoting virility and sexuality, black is an
e::Clble::l
e::c1ble::l of senior !l18.1e status, and. white signifies valuables and
objects of wealth (178),
The neanings of the colours for junior
nale initiates are that red refers to strength and secrecy and is
associated with virility, black refers to senior :':Jale
~18.1e status and is
a syobol for the 'prerequisites of status' such as
a.s loyalty, solida
solidarity,
v&lue,
ri ty, and
anel corporate
corpornte activity, and white refers to wealth and VEllu~,
the taro which C0Bes
C0ues froD
fron the ancestors (178-9)0
The sirularity
sirri.lari ty 0f the oeanings that the three colours have for
the three groups - senior nen, wonen and young initiates - denon
deoonstrates that colour codification cannot be of very great inportnncc
inportancc
to the Baktanan and
nnd that looking at the uses of colour in Barth's
way does not illw:unate nucha
nucho
By abstracting a quality of an
object, in this case colour, Barth has created a classification of
senantic sir:rl.lari
BnktaDart
sirJilari ty by colour which is neaningless to the Bnktanart
who classifY an object only as an object or by its use or functio~
functio~ in
a given context.
contexte
Bnrth
Barth shows
Shows an great cusunderstanding
cri.sunderstanding of New Guinea societies in
general when he states that excessively hot fires and the deprivation
of water are
nre used as uethoc.1s of torturing the initiates (66)
There
[lust always be a fire to sit around whenever New Guinea villagers "-
gather to talk
tnlk in the evenings because it keeps then warn and na
blazing fire is the only source of light at night.
It is highly
unlikely that a hot fire could be used for torture because New Guineans,
unlike ttJestern
wood snoke
Western anthropologists, have a very high tolerance to wooq
and
nnd seen to find the narcosis
nnrcosis it in-luces relaxing.
As f0r depriving
the initiates of water, it would probably be Dore relevant to connent
conr.lent
on how they are deprived of sleep because New Guinean villagers drink
li
ttle flowing'
l'Jost of the water in their diets fran
fron
little
flowing water and obtain
obtnin DoSt
the excessive bulk of vegetables which they ent
eat ..
0

Barth unc1erplays
underplays the Llportance
Llportnnce of the sharing of foocl between
the BaktaL1an
Baktauan thenselves and elevates the sharing of food in the
context of the cult houses to a 'sacrifice' offered by the BaktarJan
BaktarJa,n
to the ancestral spirits to propitiate then ani ensure fertility. He
sees cOiJDensali
COiJDensali ty ns
etS being a netaphor of connunion with the ancestors,
the consui:lation
consu~18.tion of a
et 'sacrifice', and a netaphor for the presence of
'ancestral altars' (199)0
He argues perceptively that the act of
sharing food, of co
Llllensali ty auong
aL10ng the BaktarJan
Baktar.1an is a "000 powerful
cOf.1Ilensali
i~1ion
t1ade with scraps of
i~lion for equality and trust" because sorcery is '-lade
, food and to share food with people is to not suspect thel'J
theIl of nn
an
intention to WJrk sorcery (197).
Coonensality is so inportant to
(197)0
Connensality
the Baktar.1an
Baktanan that before, when they had cannibal feasts, pig !:leat
neat
wi th the hunan flesh so that those who
was always cooked together with
could not sto::Jach
sto;~ch ht.man
hunan flesh could
could at least participate in the
eating (198).
"0.0

on

TEe er.lphasis which Barth pl~ces
pl~ces
cormensali tY:i.n.the cult
cormensalitYin.the
houses as constituting "sacrifice' is understandable in terns of his
theoretical scherJa and what it constrains hi!:'! to do with the Baktnrnan
Baktaman
ll18.terial.
In order for ritual knowledge as practised in cult houses
ll18.terialo
to be of central il:lportance to Baktal~n
Baktal~n society as a whole there oust
Dust
be COlluunication
P.f.f'.e:rredl. connodi
coonodicomuunication with the -'ancestral altars' through p.f.f'.e:rred1
ties (food or as Barth terns it 'sacri fice") thereby providing the
u
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necessary hierarchy of exchange to elevate this relationship above
realn of naterial transaction.
the real':!
It is equally likely that the ic1ioLl
giving food to the
idloD of g~v~ng
ancestors refer~
conrefer~ 1:l0re
Clore to the contribution, distribution, and con
suuption
BaktaLlano The only
sULlption of food within
wi thin the .cult houses by the BaktaLlan.
tangible sign of the presence of the ancestors inside the cult
houses is the ancestral relics assenbled by the cult leader. The
pigs' jaw bones kept in the cult houses are not so nuch relics of
sacrifices as Barth sees theu,
thea, but relics of pigs which have been
feasted on in the cult houses, r.lenentos
signifY the prestige of
wenentos that signify
the donors.
All the conventions which Barth interprets as proving
that the cult houses are 'tenples' of the ancestors can just as
easily be reinterpreted to show that what goes on is cerenonial
ceret:1onial
exchanges of food between Baktanan and not sacrifices of food to the
ancestors.
The prerequisites for cult activity - a fire for warJ:lth
warJ:1th
and to cook on and neat to cook on it - are of equal benefit to the
cultists as to the ancestors.
In New Guinea societies the food asseubled
asserlbled for ritual activities
is not 'potlatchec1', it is used as paYJ:lent.
paYl:1ent.
The purpose of giving
is to ensure a return, and at feasts the food is redistributed in
accordance with the status of the receiver.
Barth:loes not deal
mst ioportant aspects of
rieal with one of the ClOst
ritual in any New Guinea society: the neanings
ueanings or codifications of
the social use of foo:l.
Because food is the essential, pricl8.ry
pril:Jary
cO~:lL1odi
CO~:lnodity for the Baktanan
BaktaLlan and because surpluses of food are hard to
a(~cuclUlate we Dust ask who
aGcu[mlate
Who accunulates
accuDulates the food necessary for rituals,
'I:ho
Barth virtually ignores the role of
~10 gives it, who receives it?
W'J=1en in the preparations forcerenonies, especially in the providing
W'J=len
[:laking of decorations for the initiates.
Given that
of food and the [:taking
B(,l.da:Jan ri
ritual
B(,.l.da:Jan
tunl knowledge is so poorly tranS'':li tted and that so few
Bakta::~n know it, surely rather 1.10re
)Jore of theu have ideas about the
Bakta::1an
s':)cial distribution of food?
Baktaoan conceptualizations of
Barth's conclusion is that Baktanan
social relations and their construction are poorly elaborated and
trans:li tte~l
tte~l and that their conceptualizations of their relationship
trans;Ji
The entire field of
to the ancestors are "poorly equipped".
elaborated and transnitted
transaitted (259).
But there is
knowledge is poorly elaboratec1
ongoing conflict between interest groups over "public enble::.1s
eubleDs of
an'} valued privileges" (266).
As opposed to value1 privileges
rank an'l
e;:'lbleLls of rank, initiation knowlec1ge appears to be of elinor
and e;:'lbleL1s
clinor
mstof
Baktar.1D.Il, not worth quarreling over, and
iuportance to mst
.of the Baktar.1a.n,
souething that only the few nen who survive to senior status ever
soLlething
have to know.
Two sectors of knowledge which one would expect to be very inpor
ir.1porBaktaClan are sorcery and curing.
It is obvious that the
tant to the Baktanan
Baktal:Ja1l did not tell Barth very ouch about sorcery - only
secretive Baktal:Jall
~~de iron
fron scraps of food and one Dethod
that it could be l:1ade
nethod by which
nost New Guinea societies, could
wooen, a pretty powerless group in Dost
l~ke sorcery~ainst
sorcery~ainst nen - certainly little about the poison adult
l~ke
l~ke sorcery against their enelnes,
enel~es, ways of detection,
nen used to l'JUke
and antidotes to poison which they obviously oust have had.
Although Barth states that sickness and the curing of sickness
are "not codified" like the ritual fertility cults (244-5), fron his
sketchy description of curing cereoonies it would appear that there
are certain basic equivalences which should have been r.~pped
r.lapped out and
given
oore consideration.
gi
ven L10re
In curing cerenonies
ceret.lonies a pig is killed, the
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sick person is annointed with roue of the pig's blood, "spells and
prayers" are given, the :.:leat is distributed, and during the distri
distri,bution
sorle
pieces
are
"discreet
taken"
as
an
offering
to
the
.bution
clan ancestors (192).
The sLrilarities with cult activity are apparent and another
perspective could have been obtall1ed by tracing which features of
the 'clinor',
cere~lOnies are siLrilar to
'elinor', :Dre frequently enacted cere~lOnies
those of initiations; analyzing cult activi
activity
elabora~
ty as a social elabora..,
and ·fundarJental cerenonies.
tion of these l:ure basic andfundarJental

To surlClarise
surlCiarise Barth's
Barth'S approach; using cotKlUnications theory he
argues that the codifications
Baktanan ri
ritual
codi fications of Baktauan
tual and knowledge are
the result of Baktaoan social praxis - of which the nost deterrlining
factors are the practice of secrecy, the lack of exegesis, and the.
absence of any conceptual alternative.
His conclusion is that these
codifications are poorly shared, elaborated, transrlitted, and systerla
systerlatized,
"didactically
tizec1, but that the initiation cults are the nost "didactica1ly
inportant" organisation in Baktaoan society.
The "only theory" of
agricultural fertility, growth, and gardening that the Baktaoan know
is containe-:l in the netaphors and allegories that Barth discovers
and explains as analogue codes.
The netaphors cannot be logically
deduced but are all connected through their social neaning.
To have
discovered thi
thiss is a great achievenent.
The reason that Barth'
s cor:u:lUnications
cor.1.l:lUnications theory cannot uncover the
Barth's
cultural specifici
ties of Baktal:1an
specificities
Bakta~mn society is because innate to the
approach is the notion that repeated social events becone condense~
condense~
into sy:clbols
sy:,lbols which both SU)::t~1.arize
su:::t~1arize the event and represent a higher
order of ::letaphys:ical
configura::letaphys:i.cal stateuent
stateaent than the event as a total configura
tion
COL'L_lUnications
COL'1.lUnications theory :1oes not ignore the total configuratton
of an event; it uses the variables of sender, receiver, uessage,
audience, context, etc to [np
cnp out the dinensions of the event. Only
when the event is repeated and becoues
becoLles routinized cbes
does the problea
arise because the theorist regards the event as having becone so
routini
zed that it is great
er than the sun of its parto
parL
routinized
greater
Then the
theorist 10oIt;
100It for seL1a.ntic
seL'lantic patterning in the events am the syt:1bols
which condense then, searching for a higher order of social explana
explano.tion.~
Thc .met o.phor , necessary' to leek
locIc toftether symbol an~ this high~r
high~r
tion.~Thc·mctaphor·necessaty·to
order~
in aknovl'J-edge ·iSfsuppiie~
order~in
a' codii'ioLtion process of riti..m.l and know'J-edge'isfsuppiie¢t
b,y
by the.concept 9~
'()f. nnalogtie.coding~
nno.logtie.coding"
c

This is a deficient approach for analyzing the 'codifications'
found in New Guinea societies because, due to the kinds of social
organiZation,
organization, the context or configuration of a repeated event does
not becone abbreviated or codified into a higher order SYl:lbol
SYl:1bol of
social neaning.
The neaning of an event is indissociable frou
froLl the
context of its actual enactnent; as Barth states, secret inforrlation
will only occur in the sacred locations of the cult houses.
It
should be reueubered that in New Guinea, unlike Africa, folk explana
explanations are usually functional explanations.
The things that have the
greatest inportance and the mst social ["leaning to the Baktar.1an and
are hence the fDst
cost codified
cocUfied are those which can be exchanged or
-~~?~_~_.el:l?_~:~~~_of rank, and valuee:t_p_ri_vi.l~£e~._
disputed_ over -~~?~_~_.ea?_~:~~~_of
valuec:t_p_:ri_vj,l~£e~._
For Barth to cone to the conclusion that the overwhehring
relevance of the 'sacred synbols' is to agricultural growth and
fertility is hardly surprising because given the ecological situ~tion
situ~tion
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BaktaL1an this is p~ecisely
p:r-eCisely what one would expect then
theD to be
of the Baktanan
preoccupied with.
To discover that an arrow is an inportant
syr.1bol of :~aleness
:~laleness in Baktaoan society is of the Sn;:;le
synbol
s~e order as
discovering that ooney
t:1oney is an inportant synbol of banking in our
Enough unive~sal
unive:r-sal typologies of :r-i
own.
~i tual and synbolic coding
have been constructed.
It is now tine to investigate the cultural
applispecificities of given social organisations to detenline the appli
cability
unive:r-salistic constructs of social anthropological
cabili
ty of the unive~Balistic
theo:r-yo
Concent:r-ating
theo~y.
Concent~ating on these crucial cultural diffe:r-ences
diffe~ences will
theforDation of new theoretical constructs.
lead to thefornation
On the other hand, Barth's
BaI'th's Baktaoan is really an allegory of
the state 0 f knowledge in social anthropology.

Ragnar J obnson
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The .Creoles, though less than 2% of the total population of Sierra
Leone, form 64% of the professional group - the educated
edUCated elite of university
degree holders on whom Dr. Harrell-Bond's study of marriage and family
life focuses.
Under the guidance of missionaries and philanthropists, the Creoles,
descendants of repatriated slaves and those identifying with them, readily
life"accepted the ideals of Western (specifically British) "civilised life"
monoeducation and Christianity with the latter's necessary correlate, mono
gamous marriage.
They saw themselves as having, and were accredited with, a cultural
superiority over the indigenous (Provincial) populations whose contact with
later
the British colonists came later.
Though the Creoles now hold no overt
political power and are feeling increasingly inoocure in relation to the
developProvincial majority, they still "set the pattern for the social develop
professment of the rest of the population" (33), In fact many Provincial profess
ideoionals were raised by Creole guardians, so are no stt-angers
st~angers to thE;lir
th~ir ideo
logy, and nearly all have spent time abroad (mostly in Western Europe or
the United States).
0

The Creoles
CreOles have rejected the idea of traditional African marriage
in favour of an "idealised version of the Western model" of companionate
monoga!!ly,
monoga~y, yet in reality the situation ;reflects
reflects an interplay between the
often conflicting traditional values and "western" or "modern" ideals.
By placing
placing. marriage in its' legal setting we are shown the complex
complexities and contradictions inherent.in the plural legal system that operates
in Sierra Leone, particularly as statutory law (a modified form of English
law imposed by the British) has'
has both legal and social superiority over
customary law though it bears little relafun
relatiDn to' social reali ty.
Marriage implies a change in social status, and to be married by
l'ilarriage
statutory law gives high status in the community. The elaborate ceremonial
and expense of such marriages bears some wi tness to thi s. For a woman,
marriage by statutory law gives a legal and social superiority over the
inevitable other women in her husband's life. Her 199itimate
lOgitimate children
have higher legal status than any "outsi de children" (though there is li ttle
if any social stigma attached to illegitimacy).
illegitimacyL
The main source of conflict and "perhaps the most significant
factor influencing the organisation of the family"
fa.m.l1y" (140) is the inevitability
of a husband's extra-marital relationships. Hen can maintain the myth of
monogamy and thus safeguard their status wi
thin the wider community while
within
at the same time enhancing their prestige in traditional terms by' having
and supporting "outside" girlfriends and possibly children"
In a fascinating
discussion of the social consequences of
an attelupt to equalise the status of il1cgitilllt.lte
illcgitilllt.lte children (publicity'
surrounding this pro
proposition
po si tion led to the general belief that the law had
been passed) we can see how women feel their position to be very vulnervulner
able. ~~rital
l'J~rital conflict increased and women felt their superior status being
eroded. Hen too have become more cautious about having
havi'ng children outside
out.side
~~C~"OC~~~~~~maTr±a·gEr~-"';;~m1wErd~mo"t~l'r-erge ~ aware ortheJ.r
~~c~~oc~~~~~~maTr±a·gEr~-...;;~nnwErd~mo"t~l'r-erg- are' v
ve~
oItheJ.r nghts to l.ncreased
maintenatlce, and the belief that their, . children have equal rights to
inherit has led to an increase in paternity suits.
The greater emphasis on personal choice of n~rriage
n~rriage partner (within
the limits
lim! ts of a sui
table family background) and the recent innovation of
suitable
the idea of courtship and romantic love have resulted in women having a
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higher expectation of marriage, In courtship, men assume their' idea of
western behaviour, but once married their values and expectations are
contrace~t
largely traditional. A discussion,on attitudes towards sex and contrace~t
ion again highlights some of the conflicts between traditional beliefs
and modern ideals or needso
By looking at marriage in relation to the values of the wider
society Dr, Harrell-Bond has shown that for men the ideals of
o£ companionate
these. Relationships are to a large extent
monogamy are not compatible with theseo
based on ascription and particularism, to use Parson's terms, so a man
cannot advance in the wider society if he isolates himself within the
family unit.. It can be said that people "value customary ways only so
far as these help them attain their ends" (Colson)" It seems that in
women who are more concerned to
Sierra Leone, as in many places, it is WOllen
increase the structural isolation of the family unit and accept the values
roonogamy. Social status is for a woman very much bound up
of companionate monogamy.
i:nportantly bearing children.
with the idea of being Ii1arried
l~rried and perhaps more importantly
Women feel that traditional marriage is a burden and that they have more
to gain, from the point of view of status and economic benefit, as well
as emotionally, if the stated ideas of modern marriage are upheld. As it
disis, women are prepared to put up with a great deal of emotional dis
appointment 'as long as the outward appearance of a successful r:larriage,
and thus their status in the community, is maintained, and the home does
not suffer financially as a result of the husbands outside activities
or nbligations.
~rriage is essent
essentRegardless of the interests of other parties, marriage
ially a contract between individuals and one of the merits of the book
is that it focuses very much on the individual at a very personal leveL
levelo
The extensive use of conversational material, students' essays, love letters
and newspaper articles gives fascinating
fascinating insights into the way people
regard male-female relations and view their own position within them.

The outline of the methodology used and the inclusion of the
questionnaires administered to university students (potential professionals)
and the professional group itself is to be welcomed, both as a guideline
for future research and for the sake of academic honesty.
Alison Sutherland.
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